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Coastal Carolina University underwent many changes
during the 1994-95 school year. The inauguration of a new
president established Coastal as an independent university.
This book is a pictorial account of the events that shaped




















Starting A New Tradition
Coastal Carolina University
P.O. 1954 Conway, SC 29526
(803) 349-2332
Enrollment 4,812
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T,radition. It is just one word, but it stood for so much this year.
A new day was dawning for Coastal Carolina University during the
or
1994-1995 school year. / inally Coastal was completely indepen-
dent from its mother campus—University of South Carolina. For
those who had been here for several years, there was a noticeable
Fdifference. A rom new school colors and new logo to new
buildings and offices, Coastal started to become its own institution.
CWith this advancement came the start of new traditions. am-
















and all it has to
offer.



















(/ 1 eep conversations have taken place
J Saw "Philosophers Rock". The Giant
rock is located between the library and
Kerns Hall. Since its appearance some
years ago, students have often been seen







ity, like a game
of volleyball,
relieves a lot of
tension for
students. Since









/^/ "\ iscoveries are made every day by Coastal students. A vast new world
J ^/awaits students when they sign up for each course. Some find that they take
an interest in a area of study they thought would be boring. Who knows, it might


























































Wr hen not studying hard, students canbe found just "hanging around"campus. One of the things that new-
comers notice when they come to Coastal is
the students' sense of humor.
Dogs are not only "man's" best
I friend. Many students are animal
lovers; unfortunately Coastal does not
allow pets in the dorms. This student states,
"They didn't say I couldn't have one in Spadoni
Park!"
Opening • 7
RYAN BROWN SMILES AS A FRIEND TELLS HIM ABOUT HIS
PLANS FOR THE UPCOMING WEEKEND
8 • Student Life
Y OU SMILE AS YOU REMEMBER THOSE LATE NIGHTS
THAT SEEMED LIKE THEY WOULD NEVER END, AND
THE TIMES YOU JUST COULDN'T TAKE ANY MORE
AND DECIDED TO GO TO THAT PARTY THE NIGHT
BEFORE THE FINAL EXAM. THESE ARE THE DAYS YOU
WILL NEVER FORGET . THE PEOPLE YOU KNOW NOW
WILL SHAPE YOU FOR THE REST OF OUR LIFE. REMEM-
BER THEM WELL, SAVOR EACH AND EVERY DAY, AS IF
IT WERE YOUR LAST. YOU ARE THE FUTURE... AND
NOW IS THE TIME TO START A NEW TRADITION.
STUDENT LIFE
Student Life • 9
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hat to wear, what to wear. These were the words uttered
by many students each morning this year. For some, the
choice was easy — they just picked up two items off the
floor and took a whiff -- and if they were clean it was




Fashion styles this year were subject
to many variations. More and more,
the 60' s and 70' s style of clothes with a
few modifications, were seen through-
out the campus. The grunge look, that is
flannel shirts and faded jeans, was still a
popular trend probably because of its
comfort and cheap cost.
The main thing that separates the 90'
s
fashion from other decades is — basi-
cally anything goes. There are no set
standards to liveup to. From short skirts
to long skirts, from baggy to tight clothes,
people, especially college students, just
wore what they felt most comfortable in.
Another part of fashion that seemed
to be popular this year was body pierc-
ing and tattooing. It was not unusual to
see many people with their noses and or
belly buttons pierced. Tattoos were even
more common. A few years back these
two forms of fashion were considered
"alternative" or for "strange people".
This year, however, students allowed
other body parts to be pierced just as
naturally as an ear lobe would be. Others
felt that tattooing was just another art
form that could be individualized from
person to person.
To sum fashion up this year is to say
there really was no way to describe it -
people just came as they were!
SURVEY RESULTS IN!
Fresh off the press, the new news in men's fashion is that
boxers are preferred over briefs eight to one. These men
could hardly wait to sport the new designs for boxer
shorts.
LOOK OUT WORLD! HERE I COME!
The grunge look has been modified to appear a little
more dressy but still casual. This look is very popular
among college students because it is comfortable and
can be put together quickly.
10 • Fashion
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING AT, PUNK?
Lynn shows how the 60's have influenced modern
styles. Shorter shirts, usually with horizontal stripes are
often seen with drop waisted jeans or baggy jeans.
THE BARE MINIMUM
Amy Alonzi and a friend keep cool during the hot
weather by wearing their bikini tops with shorts. Bath-
ing suit tops were often seen on campus, instead of the
popular tank-top or halter top.
DRESSING IT UP!
Beaded necklaces and unusual jewelry are becoming a
unique way to ornament oneself as this student is
doing. Some say that rock stars and entertainers are
responsible for this trend.
Fashion • 11
BOTTLED BLONDE? OR ISTHATYOUR
REAL COLOR?
While in a trance at Club Recruitment
Day, this student doesn't seem to notice
our camera capturing his unusual hair
style on film.
•!*S=r»
NEAT AND PULLED BACK FOR CLASS
Adalia Ellis, freshman, has naturally curly
hair that she keeps under control with a
scrunchi. Scrunchies were a very popular
hair item for females this year.
HAIR RAISING MORNING
It's not every day people can wake up and
look just like Edward "Scissor-hands" but
for Kevin it's not hard at all. The 'I just
rolled out of bed' look can be seen on
campus by almost every student at least
once.
12 • Hair
ANYONE GOT A COMB?
Dredlocks are becoming a popular trend
for some students on campus. Here, Eric
Wise shows his individuality by combin-
ing dredlocks with shaved sides.
KEEP IT SHORT
Keep it short to stay cool on campus. This
style also known as "the pixie" is becom-
ing popular with women because it is easy
to fix and comfortable to wear.
"DARLING, YOU' RE SO DIVINE"
A new 90's dressy style is to wear hair up
and curled. This student sports her chic
style that keeps her cool for the hot
weather.
Getting a Head Start
Uniqueness Shown in Hair Styles of Students
WEAR IT UP
Jan, also known as Pebbles, pulls up his hair on top of his head while he
cruises the dorms on his bike. Today, long hair or pony tails are widely
accepted for males.
Dredlocked, bobbed, spi-
raled, flat topped, col-
ored, and shaved; these are just
a few of the things students
put their hairthrough this year.
While some went for shocking
looks, others were content with
a traditional style.
When questioned about
why they chose one certain
style to wear their hair, the
answers Coastal students gave
varied. Many agreed that there
was no time to fuss about what
their hair looked like in the
morning; the days of hair spray
and gel were over for many.
Others said they wanted to
wear their hair in a way that
says something about them-
selves. The way college stu-
dents wore their hair this year,
like the other personal
choices they made, was non-
conforming. It was generally
more accepted to be yourself
and have your own individual
look than to try be to like ev-
eryone else.
Another reason for the
trend to wear hair in an un-
usual or nontraditional man-
ner was the fact that these stu-
dents felt they should take ad-
vantage of the opportunity to
be different before they enter
the dreaded work force.
Whatever the style was, it
was accepted. Unusual was the
mainstream as far as hair styles
were concerned.
What's in store for hair in
the future? We will just have
to wait and see.
Hair • 1.
HOME TO MANY
The dorms at Coastal are said to be nicer
than on most campuses. They consist of a
living room, a kitchen area, two sinks, a
separate room for a shower and a toilet,
and four individual bedrooms.
SOMEBODY HAS TO DO IT
A student washes dishes and collects
the trash in her dorm room (her room-
mates told her to do so or else.) Daily
cleaning is necessary in the dorms
when there are four people sharing
an apartment.
I
STOCKING UP FOR THE WEEKEND
Two students carry groceries to their
dorm room. Being away from home
for the first time carries new responsi-
bilities with it, including buying gro-
ceries every week.
A New Place Called Home
The Trials and Tribulations of Living on Your Own
Living away from home for
the first time gave many
students a whole new set of
problems aside from studying
and working. Buying grocer-
ies, paying bills on time, cook-
ing meals and cleaning be-
came a first time experience
for some students.
When asked about
how they liked living away
from home for the first time
the common response was that
the freedom to do whatever
they wanted was great, but
there were still some major
drawbacks. Putting up with
roommates that are not exactly
what they expected was the
number one complaint among
those who had the opportu-
nity to live in the dorms.
On the other side of the
spectrum were those students
who still had to live at home
while attending college. For
whatever reason, whether it be
lack of money or convenience,
those that lived at home said
that they only basically slept
there.
Brandy Hamilton, Se-
nior, stated, "I have classes at
8:30 every morning through
2:30 P.M. and I go to work un-
til 11 P.M.. After I finish study-
ing I have no time left except
for a couple of hours of sleep.
For me, living at home is okay
because I would not have the
time to take care of or even en-
joy my apartment."
"ARE WE ACTUALLY STUDYING FOR THIS EXAM?"
Two friends study and discuss the current events in Haiti, in the living
room of one of the dorms. Dorm rooms were voted the least likelv place
to study for exam. "With four roommates it's hard not to discuss the up-
to-date gossip instead of studying for Peterson's exam," said Ami Parker.
14 • Living Quarters
A COLORFUL DISPLAY
Decorating the walls of one's living quar-
ters is a popular trend among most stu-
dents. Here one resident of the dorms has
bright posters in his bedroom.
"I'M GOING TO BE LATE FOR CLASS"
With only six minutes to finish getting
dressed this Coastal student hurries to his
class. If the living quarters are too com-
fortable, such as containing a bed, it could
be hazard ous to anv college education.
WHERE DO THESE SOCKS GO?
While having plentv of clothes for every
day of the semester, this Coastal student
tries hard to use her closet space effec-
tively.
Living Quarters • 15
"ARE YOU READY TO PLAY US?"
Volleyball is considered to be a favorite sport among
many students. Some serious matches are played in
front of the dorms everyday.
"HI, MY NAME IS...."
Meeting new people is what college is all about. With
the friendly attitude of Coastal's students it doesn't take




The newly formed "Hack Society" tries to recruit new
members for its group. Hackey sack is an activity that is
often played in small groups around campus.
16 • What Makes a Student
IENDS FOREVER
It doesn't always happen, but sometimes roommates
turn out to be lifelong friends. Although students may
make requests for who thev want their roommates to be,




What aspects make up a
Coastal student?
The only way to answer that
question is to take a closer look
and then decide.
RAKING IT IN
A resident outside the Commons helps keep the lawn in
front of his room looking good. The Commons, which
are located in Quail Creek subdivision, serve as the
overflow when the dorms are filled.
SMOKE EM' IF YOU GOT EM'
A Coastal student smokes her last cigarette before going
to class. Despite health concerns, student smoking
appears to be on the rise.
What Makes a Student • 17
A PEACEFUL PLACE
This student finds that Kimbel Library is the perfect
place to catch up on his assignments and reading.
TIME FOR INVOLVEMENT
A student finds time in her busy schedule to help the
Student Government Association with Class President
elections.
WORK, STUDY, WORK, STUDY...
A student manages his time wisely by studying his
notes while working as a weight room attendant in the
physical education building.
18 • Time Management
"LET ME CHECK MY SCHEDULE"
Appointment books and calendars keep students on the
right track. The student activities office provides stu-
dents with a free planner with all school events indi-
cated on it.
SO MUCH TO DO, SO LITTLE TIME
A student stops by the Student Activities Office to fill




Where Did All the Time Go?
Hectic Schedules Hard
Not enough time in the day." A commonphrase used frequently by students who wereprocrastinators and had poor time manage-
ment skills this year.
1 ime management would have been
an excellent way to keep these stu-
dents lives running smoothly. There-
fore, the Atheneum staff devised a step
by step method to insure this doesn't
happen to students in the future.
1. Make a daily schedule or "to do"
list. Obtaining a planner is the best
way to keep track of these.
2.. Having a crammed schedule can
cause big problems. Leave time in
your day for unexpected setbacks or
unforeseen problems; this will prove
to be timesaving in the future.
3. Plan ahead. If there are assign-
ments or meetings due several weeks
away, leave adequate time to complete
each one. Set your due date a few
days in advance from the actual one.
4. Go over notes and read texts daily;
this saves on studying (or cramming at
the last minute) for tests.
College life can be a very
trying time for a lot of people. The
stress and pressure to make good
grades and be involved can sometimes
cause health problems and even cause
anxiety. Every day students make
dozens of decisions that can affect
their future. These choices often
directly affect one's stress level. So
plan ahead and manage your time




What would life be like without a little bit of gossip now
and then. The area right in front of the Student Center
is a perfect place for these two friends to catch up on the
latest news.
HANGING OUT WITH THE BOYS
Trust plays a big part in friendships. Here a group of
friends at Rocktoberfest find time to squeeze in some
"Male bonding".
From Friendship to Love Students Experienced the Ups and
Downs Of...
Relationships
Establishing a new home base
and routine was difficult for
many new students this year.
Making new friends and love interests
were even more exasperating for
students. The fact is people needed
each other for various reasons,
whether it was for a shoulder to cry on
or someone to party with; the reasons
were too numerous to count.
Getting along with these people all
the time was another matter. No
matter how hard students tried they
still seemed to get into heated argu-
ments over trivial things.
Perhaps the true test of a relation-
ship among students this year was
honesty. Students commented that
most fights among friends and loved
ones stemmed from lack of communi-
cation and /or those "little white lies."
With the rise of cases of AlDs
among the 18-25 age group, being
honest and practicing safe sex became





Sex at Coastal was a difficult
subject to approach this year.
A lot of students were appre-
hensive when it came to dis-
cussing the repercussions of
sexual relations. With AIDS
and sexually transmitted dis-
eases on the forefront, becom-
ing intimate had to be taken
seriously with added precau-
tions. Although many young
adults expressed that they were
aware of these dangers, some
admitted that they did not
always use protection.
Photo illustration
SHOW US YOUR DIMPLES
You know you have a true friend when that person has
the ability to bring a smile to your face no matter what
kind of mood you're in. Everyone needs a special
someone to lift his spirits or give him a good laugh.
GO AHEAD, TWIST MY ARM
Occasionally a good friend or significant other can talk
you into doing something you would not normally do.
It looks like these two are up to something by the look on
their faces.
GO AHEAD, LEAN ON ME
These two friends are not afraid to show how much they
care for each other by walking arm and arm back to the
dorms.
GIVE ME A GREAT BIG BEAR HUG
Every once in a while friends get carried awav and just
have to express their true emotions for each other.
These two girls are obviouslv sharing a special moment.
Relationships • 21
Students Find That Community Service Can Be Fulfilling
Giving Their Best
The effort to help others was in full force this year. Students seemed more
willing to spend a little extra time to help thosewho needed it most. S.T.A.R..
(Students Taking Active Responsibility) came back for its second year under
the leadership of Juli Beckwith and Erika Heinemann. S.T.A.R. was Coastal's
community service liaison with local help groups. A few of the events they
sponsored were a blood drive, Halloween for the handicapped, "Festival of Lights"
(A Christmas program for local children), and "Into the Streets"-a day when
students go out to the local community to help specific groups in need. The Jump
Rope for Heart "lump-a-thon", sponsored by the HPER (Health, Physical Educa-
tion, and Recreation) Club was also very successful. Three students jumped for 24
hours straight as part of the drive for money. These were just a few of the events of
which Coastal Students were a part
.
A LIFE THREATENING ISSUE
Chad Lucas from CARE Team, a local AIDS support
group, explains the dangers of being HIV positive.
Chad also gives information on how students can vol-
unteer to help those with AIDS.
; V * "/ ::
TRICK OR TREAT
Dorm residents dress up for the Halloween Carnival in
which local children go from dorm to dorm and receive
candy from students. Afterward they will play games
in Spadoni park.
22 • Community Service
IS IT OVER YET?
Freshman Paul Fulton takes time out between classes to
donate blood in the Student Center. The Drive spon-
sored by the American Red Cross of Horry County
comes to Coastal on a regular basis.
MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE
A student during Alcohol Awareness Week hands out
information on the repercussions of drinking and alco-
holism as well as support groups available.
A JUMP FOR ALL
During the HPER Club's Jump Rope for Heart dav
students from everywhere show up to give their sup-
port and have a little fun.
Community Service • 23
Getting Up Can Be A Big Deal For Some Students
Just Five More Minutes
Let us face it, getting out of bed can be a real pain in the *#!#=@
A
! Especially
when you have a quiz in two of your classes and you have an 8:30 class.
We have all experienced the "I partied too much, then I went to bed this
morning syndrome." We will shorten it with the acronym "IPTMTIWTBTMS"
to make things simpler. The scientific name for that type of student is "partiu-
schomagnusmaximus." But back to the subject of waking up in the morning.
Some of us will have the "I will hit my snooze button twelve more times syn-
drome." There are remedies to this snooze button problem. Try setting your
radio on a country music radio station; that is sure to wake you up. And if that
doesn't work, then the radio plus buzzer usually does the trick. If you are still
having problems with the snooze button, there is one last ditch effort to rectify the
situation. Move your alarm clock out of reach. Now this will be difficult, but in
time you will adjust. You must make sacrifices in order to better yourself (yeah
TURN OFF THE LIGHT
Napping on someone's lap is the best way to catch a few
extra winks. Unfortunately, you run the risk of a rude
awakening either by someone turning on a bright light,
or the person actually getting up.
IT CAN'T BE 7AM ALREADY!
Facing the music (or the buzzer) early in the morning
can be a rude awakening for some people.
24 • Getting Out of Bed
WAKE ME UP IN A HALF AN HOUR
Yeah, right. If a friend ever tells you to wake him or her
in a half an hour, give him or her a flat out "no." Trying
to wake someone from a cat nap on a couch can be a
deadly experience if he or she is sound asleep.
DOZING OFF
The worst mistake a student can make is trying to study
while in bed. The end result is that fifteen minutes later
the person is usually asleep.
CUDDLING UP
Who says you're too old to sleep with stuffed animals.
Getting up is hard to do with fuzzy little creatures
surrounding you.
PLEASE DON'T DROOL
When you finally do get out of bed, there is nothing
worse than finding your pillow soaked with drool. The
best possible way to avoid this is to sleep on your back.
Getting Out of Bed • 25
EMPTY AGAIN
Does this look familiar? Students often find that the
money they receive from their parents or a job doesn't
always make ends meet.
"/ZM&^Zm-:
DO I GET ANY CHANGE?
Food money is a large part of anyone's budget. Because
students are constantly on the go, more money is often
spent eating out than on groceries.
WHAT A DEAL!
One good thing about being a college student is great
discounts. This year the Campus Program Board held
"Movie Night" once a month for which the student
price was only two dollars.
26 • Money
THE CHEESE IS FREE, RIGHT? PUMP IT UP
Since Pizza Hut became available to students in the Gas costs can add up when you're on a road trip,
cafeteria this year, it became a popular choice for stu- Luckily these students are on a school sponsored trip
dents. The price of the items ranged from $1 .49 to $2.50, and they didn't have to fill up the tank for their van.
which was well within students' budgets.
//
Money A Problem For College Students
I'm Broke Aeain! //
There were five dollars left in your pocket and a week until pay day and
no groceries left in the place. How would you ever get to go out Fri-
day night? This was a common problem among students this past
I I iyear as they realized that they were broke again.
A constant source of agony formost students was where
they would find their next dollar.
Between rent, utilities, groceries
and entertainment, the bucks
seemed to just burn holes in
people's pockets. Although the
majority of students held some
sort of job or received money form
their parents, it was still not
enough to make it. Then there
were all those unforeseen emergen-
cies like car breakdowns, new
books to purchase, or that very
important night out on the town.
How did these students deal with
this lack of funds? In some pretty
creative ways. To cut down on
their grocery bills, macaroni and
cheese and Ramen noodles became
the dinner of choice for a lot of
students. Bumming was also a popu-
lar alternative for coming up with the
bare essentials . Some popular items
to bum were cigarettes, laundry
detergent, food, and most impor-
tantly - money. If all else failed and
desperation set in, you knew vou
could count on Mom and Dad, and of
course - Western Union.
Money • 27
Fraternities and Sororities Gain More Interest
It's All Greek to Them
T
III
he Greek organizations on the Coastal campus have
experienced an increase in numbers over the past few
years. Many attribute this to the diversity among the
brothers and sisters of the groups. Aside from friend-
ship, there is more to offer than some people think.
Currently there are five fraternities
and five sororities on the Coastal
campus. The fraternities are Al-
pha Sigma Phi (national), Phi Chi Epsi-
lon (local), Pi Kappa Phi (national), Sigma
Phi Epsilon (national), and Sigma Nu
(national). The sororities are Alpha
Gamma Phi (local), Alpha Kappa Alpha
(national), Phi Sigma Sigma (national),
Sigma Delta Phi (local), and Zeta Tau
Alpha (national) . Although these orga-
nizations are primarily social, they all
are involved in community service and
support a national cause.
Each fall and spring semester the
Greek organizations are busy preparing
for RUSH. RUSH is the recruiting proce-
dure that individuals who are interested
in joining a Greek organization must go
through. The different groups have
booths set up in the Student Center with
information on their activities and inter-
ests. Those wishing to "pledge" or want-
ing to join are encouraged to explore all
the groups to find one best suited to
them. The Greek organizations give pre-
II II NKST AND Till; HNI.ST "1 WISH I I IAD A PADDLE AS BIG AS YOURS"
"My, oh my, what awonderful day. Manynew pledges A Sigma Nu brother shows off his paddle to a friend,
coming our way. Zipedee doo da, zipedee ay." The Paddles in Greek sororities and fraternities are given to
members of Phi Sigma Sigma gather at club recruitment forge a friendship between members,
day to give information on their sorority.
28 • Greek Life
sentations at the end of RUSH week and
then "bids" are sent out. "Bids" are the
organizations' acknowledgment of in-
terest in the individual. If accepted the
person then becomes a "pledge" to that
group. One must remain a pledge for
one semester to become a brother or
sister.
Some myths about Greek organiza-
tions are that they are just a group of
people who "buy" their friends, or that
outlandish feats must be accomplished
as part of the initiation process. The
members of these groups stress that this
is not the case. It is up to the individuals
if they want to eventually join groups -
there is no pressure attached. As far as
"hazing" is concerned, it has become a
national rule among Greeks to abstain
from any form of it.
HAVE YOU HEARD...
A congregation of sorority sisters is common in front of
the student Center. It is a great place to catch up on the
latest gossip.
ROLE PLAYING
You put your left foot in, you put vour right foot in, you
put your minds together and you spin your thoughts
around. Members of various sororities practice a skit
during RUSH week.
CAUGHT IN THE ACT!
Phi Sigma Sigma "joined" together in sisterhood to sell
candy apples at Rocktoberfest, an event to increase
camaraderie.
Greek Life • 29
CATCHING UP ON BUSINESS
Students are not the only ones who enjoy
Club Recruitment Day. Here Dr. Bob
Squatriglia, Vice President, and Geoff Par-
sons, Coordinator of International Pro-
grams, discuss the semester's activities.
INTERESTED IN ENGLISH?
These students are recruiting members
for the English Honor Society (Sigma Tau
Delta). They are also selling discounted
books for the writing center.
"GIVE ME MORE INFORMATION"
The HPER (Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation) Club participated in Club
Recruitment Day with hopes of promot-
ing fitness on campus.
Strength in Numbers
Clubs Have Different Ways of Recruiting
Not a day went by this year that flyers could not be
seen crowding the stairwells of the buildings on
campus. Displaying these flyers was the main way
a group could attract new members or publicize an event they
sponsored. Although Coastal is a relatively small school, there
were around 50 clubs and organizations recognized on cam-
pus. Each semester these groups had the opportunity to come
together at "Club Recruitment Day." The event was sponsored
by the Student Activities Office and was held in Spadoni Park,
in front of the Student Center. Free food and music accompa-
nied by various club booths made the events very successful for
recruitment. Other activities that required some recruitment
were the "Jump Rope for Heart", the March of Dimes Walk-a-
thon and a few other community service functions.
Whatever the reason was, one thing that these groups learned
was that recruiting was not always easy and that some type of
incentive gained the best results.
ENJOYING THE WARM WEATHER
The sun beats down on the some of the members of the Psychology Club
along their advisor Dr. Albiniak. They make the best of it though by
telling a few jokes to try to make each other laugh - looks like they are
successful.
30 • Clubs Recruit
"JUMP EVERYBODY, JUMP, JUMP..."
The participants at "The Jump Rope for
Heart" event don't quite know what they
are getting themselves into. Continuous
jumping is encouraged by guys like this
one who happen to have loud voices.
HMMMMMMMM.
The message board in the Student Center
overflow area is a great way to advertise
for various clubs and events. It is also a
way to find out when the clubs you are in
are meeting.
WANTED: Members!
Phi Alpha Delta, the pre-law fraternity,
displays their information for anv inter-
ested members. The fraternity is open to
any major but has certain requirements
such as GPA.
Clubs Recruit • 31
THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT!
For all of those who are listless, restless,
or just plain bored, the TV. room in the
Student Center offers salvation - "cable
television"
BILLIARDS, ANYONE?
A relaxing game of pool is a great way to
pass the timeofday or to earn some money.
SLEEPING THE DAY AWAY!
This student is relaxing at a CCU vs. Duke




Swimming laps in the pool at Coastal is
not only a great form of exercise but al-
lows many students to relieve tension and
stress while staying comfortable.
GOOFING OFF
There is a sand volleyball court right in
front of the dorms that makes it very con-
venient for students to play a few games
to relax and socialize. CRANK UP THE TUNES
Something strange and mysterious can be
heard in the library on an average day.
While walking up and down the aisles
faint sounds of music an be heard from
many different areas. Needless to say,
headphones provide an easy form of
relaxation.
READ TO REDUCE TENSION
A student picks up an new edition of Alternatives newspaper to get the
latest on the cultural side of Horry County. Reading, whether it be a book
or newspaper, is a good way to escape into another world.
Give It a Rest
Students Find Different Outlets for Relaxation.
A good quantity of time this year was spent sittingback and relaxing. The benches outside thedorms were a famous place to just kick back,
smoke a cigarette, or hang out with friends. Some people
actually preferred the benches over their beds. And for the
time that you wanted a more private atmosphere, to get all
your thoughts together, your dorm room would have to do.
Of course you may have had to kick a few hundred people
out first. Some students liked to take Sunday as a total bum
around day and watch all the movie specials on TV. The
living room had to be fully equipped with pillows, blankets,
and of course plenty of popcorn and beverages. Relaxation
was a very important part of this year. Whether it was
taking a nap, listening to music, or just sitting and talking to
friends, students found a way to relieve tension and clear
their minds. And with all the added stress of school work
and social activities, everyone needed a little time to do
nothing and enjoy it.
Relaxation • 33
No Transportation Causes Problems Among Students
Life Without a Vehicle
"DON'T LAUGH I KNOW WHAT I'M DOING"
This student may be without a car before he knows it.
Car breakdowns pose a big problem for students, espe-
cially when their funds are running low.
It
was Friday night, everyone in the
dorms was running around getting
ready to go out. You sat there wonder-
ing if anyone would ask you to go with
them. Finally, one of your friends came
along and said, "Hey, we're going to
Studebaker's, wanna come? You pon-
dered this question with guest thought.
You really didn't want to go to
Studebaker's and listen to beach music
all night. The problem was you had no
car!
The lack of transportation among stu-
dents, especially freshman, posed a big
inconvenience this year. Many students
came to Coastal this year from out of
state thinking that not having a car
would be no big deal, however, the situ-
ation was quite the opposite.
Because the Coastal campus is situ-
ated away from most job opportunities
and places of social interest a lot of people
had to beg, borrow, or steal cars from
their peers if they wanted to go some-
where or do something.
ONE LAST PUFF
A coastal student gels ready to take his ride back to the
dorms after his classes. Resident students are not
allowed to drive their cars to class.
ON FOOT
Walking from the commons, otherwise known as "the
getto", can be long and tiresome lor some students.
"WW'vf^
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"WHOSE CAR IS THIS ANYWAY?"
Patrick Herrmann borrows a car to run errands one
afternoon . Not having a car can cause great problems
for students since most shopping areas are not within
walking distance.
OUT OF BREATH
This student gets his daily exercise in by walking to the
library to study.
HITCHING A RIDE
Luckily for some students, friends who have cars are
willing to give rides to those who are not fortunate
enough to have their own vehicle.
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AMERICA'S "FIRST LADY"
The death of Jackie Onasis Kennedy
prompted a review of her life in movies,
television and magazines. Jackie was
praised for breaking new ground for First
Ladies.
A REAL MARRIAGE?
Many people were sceptical of the spon-
taneous marriage of Lisa Marie Presley
and Michael Jackson. Some felt it was
done to clear Jackson's image from the
accusation of child molestation.
THEY CAME IN HUNDREDS
The United States was forced to take
action in Haiti as hundreds of refugees of
all ages kept fleeing to America.
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RELENTLESS WAITING
Thousands of refugees form Rwanda wait
in endless lines for hours to receive a few
pounds of food for their families. Massive
deaths occurred from disease and starva-
tion as a result form a civil war.
FLASHBACK
The 25th anniversary of Woodstock was
celebrated this year when thousands of
young people showed up for the three day
festival that featured various musical art-
ists and other exhibits.
AIN'T HE CUTE
One popular sit-com that swept the nation
was Frazier which featured Kelsey
Grammer, formally of the hit series Cheers.
THE RISES AND THE FALLS OF 1994-95
GUILTY OR INNOCENT?
The hearings and trial of O.J. Simpson captured American
audiences for many months during 1 994-95. The case was
full of controversy as evidence, testimony, and fairness
were all brought into question.
The Year Included Ups and Downs On The Homefront
As Well As In Foreign Affairs.
T
he year 1994 was marked with a series of highs and lows.
The U.S. mourned over the death of famous First Lady Jackie Onasis
Kennedy.
New social ground was broken when the progressive nature of
"Generation X" collided with the idealism of the 60's during the official 25th
anniversary celebration of Woodstock. Life in America was not all peace,
love, and happiness however. In the spotlight this year was O.J. Simpson; a
national sports hero accused of the brutal murders of two people, one being
his ex-wife.
On the Political forefront, President Clinton's approval rate had a constant
drop as the American people felt skeptical of his plans both domesticallv and
internationally. An obvious reflection of this was shown during the voting
process when the Republicans gained control of congress.
The U.S. focused more on foreign affairs due to several major conflicts
overseas. America's primary concern was acting as a mediator to keep the
peace in other countries. We have seen the reemergence of former President
Carter's negotiating skills during the Haiti conflict. The situation in Bosnia
continued with U.S troops trying to break up a vicious civil war. Finallv, the
U.N. had to take drastic measures in Rwanda to try and end the starvation
and suffering caused by the huge migration of refugees fleeing from their
country.
In the entertainment industry the spotlight was cast on celebritv Michael
Jackson and his secret marriage to Lisa Marie Presley. America looked
towards comedy shows such as Seinfeild, Frazier, Home Improvement, and
Rosanne for a little relief from daily pressures.
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THE NEW LOOK
Coastal's cafeteria was under new management this
year, and with that came new and exciting changes. The
menu size increased to include Pizza Hut pizza, a make
your own salad bar, and extended hot dishes.
I DON'T HAVE THE TIME TO COOK
It seems that some students are just not made for cook-
ing . The pressures of cooking healthy food gets to one
Coastal student as he tries to prepare grilled chicken
breasts.
Students Find Healthy Eating Sometimes Difficult
With Busy Schedules
Eating Right Not Easy
Have the Freshman 15 increased to be
the Freshman 20? Some food for
thought - this year when Coastal students
were asked how much weight they gained
after entering college, the answer was
either "nothing" or "twenty pounds." It
seemed that the way people ate drastically
changed when they entered college.
The cafeteria offered some healthy
dishes for students , but most opted for
french fries and a grilled sandwich over
the broccoli quiche that was served.
As far as cooking their own meals,
many found they did not have the time or
did not know how to cook anything but a
box of macaroni and cheese. The end
result was they ate out or ordered pizza
95% of the time.
Of course this isn't to say that all
students were not health conscious; in fact
most people that ate junk food would
have really liked to be eating better; they
just did not have the ability or the time to







3. Subs or hoagies




8. Peanut butter and jelly
9. Salads
10. Snack food-chips, crackers
Student Poll Brandy Hamilton
UMM UMM GOOD.
"What do you mean, if s Mighty Dog? I had a half can
and thought it was really good beef stew, so I finished
off the rest of the can, and now you tell me if s dog food!"
SO, WHAT DO YOU WANNA HAVE FOR LUNCH?
The cafeteria serves grilled sandwiches for students to
grab between classes. Because foods like hamburgers
and french fries are quick to grab, they are the most
common meals among students.
EAT AND RUN!
Since Burger King is located conveniently a mile from
the Coastal campus it is one of the most frequently
visited fast food places. This student takes her lunch
with her back to the dorms.
OPEN WIDE
Hoagies and subs are a popular alternative to grilled
sandwiches, and they are much healthier. This student
stuffs his lunch down quickly before he heads to class.
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STRUMMING THEIR GUITARS
The group Floating Men give a great
acoustical performance for the crowd
at Rocktoberfest.
TAKING A BREAK
Organizations sell goods at Rocktoberfest
Here booth workers take time out be-
tween sets to talk with one another.
IAMMIN'
The nationally acclaimed musical band
Kindred Soul plays a variety of reggae
music for their fans at the concert.
40 • ROCKTOBERFEST
NEED A SUGAR RUSH
The MBA Associationsellscandied apples,
cotton candy and Sno-Kones to make a
little extra money for their organization.
GET IN THE GROOVE
The band Drag gets great crowd response
duringtheirperformance. Theband plays
upbeat music with a lot of electric guitars.
MUSIC TO OUR EARS
Staring off the show is Legace'. Their
songs are sung in an a Capella style which
seems to put everyone in a relaxed state.
Vmws^vsalw/m
WAITING FOR THE RUSH
Groups set up their booths and have a bite to eat while waiting for
the festivities to get underway.
ROCKTOBERFEST
Festival Full of Food, Friends, and ROCK!
This year the Campus Program Board brought
Rocktoberfest to the CCU campus. The event
started at 12 P.M. on October 15. Fortunately
it was a bright sunny day, even though that it had
been raining for a straight week. Murphy's law did
not take place on this eventful day, however. Frater-
nities, sororities, and other organizations attended to
provide food and other services to the concert goers.
The a Capella sounds of Legace' were heard as this
band opened the showcase. Floating Men was the
second band up and they played mainly alternative
rock. Drag added with a variation of the electric
guitars as well as tambourines. And finally musical
diversity was fortified with the nationally renowned
reggae band Kindred Soul. Along with sunny
weather, great music and great food this event was a
success with almost 400 people in attendance.
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MY PRIZE POSSESSION
Let's face it; people get thirsty. The best
way to handle that thirst is to take a nice
swig of....water of course. There is just
something about the way water tastes
when chilled in an empty bottle of rum.
"HOLD MY HAND..."
I n the world of "make believe" Kim Cagle
and Brandy Lentz sing a familiar phrase
to many college students from Hootie and
the Blowfish's hit song "Hold My Hand."
JUST TELL THEM IT'S APPLE JUICE
Two students discuss what to do later that
night. A club, a keg party, a social, skinny
dipping with some girls. ..There are just
too many options at the beach!
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"DESPERATE OR WHAT?"
Because Patrick Herrmann and a friend
could not find a date for Friday night, they
had to steal the display from the nearest
pantry to keep them company.
GIRLS JUST WANT TO HAVE FUN
Sorority sisters and pledges bonding at one of the
hundreds of parties held by college students. A
typical recipe for a good party may include the
following: extremely loud music, a bonfire,
people, and of course. ..beverages.
COLLEGE NUTRITION
Yes, our typical college refrigerator with an assortment of high fat, low
nutrition snacks for the brain. Of course, we at the Atheneum staff do not
advise this refrigerator setup for anybody faint at heart. Please consume
with caution!
The Smaller the Better
Students Find Comfort in Small groups
W hat did students prefer to do more oftenthan going club hopping on the weekends? Partying with a few friends of
course. It was obvious that this year the best memo-
ries were made when the closest of friends got to-
gether for a night of jokes, movie watching, or just
talking. Because of the awareness of dangers of
drinking, and driving, staying at home was the best
way to avoid trouble.
Because the nightlife in Myrtle Beach was just
around the corner from Coastal, some students often
made plans to go out on the town. The first mention
of a party, however, and these plans were dropped.
The biggest craze to come in 1994 was definitely
house parties. The music, the people, and the close-
ness was hard to surpass.
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BEING PREPARED
Brad Atkins takes time away form his
busy schedule to plan a trip to N.C. for a
backpacking trip.
MOVING ON DOWN, MOVING ON
DOWN THE ROAD
These students are traveling to Columbia,
SG, to attend the Nine Inch Nails concert,
One of the many reasons students travel
away from Coastal.
ROAD TRIP LESSON #1
Grime is prevalent along the highway, so
while commuting, be sure to lock your
doors and keep all valuables locked in
your trunk.
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OK, EVERYONE , LINE UP
The best trips are had when a group of
good friends go together. This gang of
students decided that a camping trip
would not be complete without canoeing.
KISS US; WE'RE IRISH
The best place to be on St. Patrick's day is
Savannah, Georgia. This group of stu-
dents is busy enjoying all the culture there
is to experience.
Gotta Get Away




Mike Handforth enjoys the sights at Mardi Gras in New Orleans. Partying
has become the main tradition in this Louisiana City. (Probably because
you can throw up on the street and not be hassled by the police.)
In
order for students to kick
back, relaxand forget about
the stress of classes, road
trips are a necessity. Road trips
are a way to bond with friends
and create memories that will
last forever. Mardi Gras is al-
ways a popular trip to take
with your good friends. People
are crowded in the streets,
making it impossible even to
move, and on thebalconies get-
ting happy, meeting new
people and enjoying timeaway
from the books. Another way
people find to release their
stress is camping with a big
group of friends. Camping cre-
ates a need for team effort, get-
ting tents up, setting up camp-
fires and all that fun stuff. After
setting up, the fun really
begins, being alone in the
wilderness leaves a lot of time
for good conversation. At
night sitting in front of the fire
with your closest friends hav-
ing conversations you could
only have with them is one of
the most amazing things.
The most popular type of trip
usually only lasts a day or two.
Students who enjoy the con-
cert scene almost always have
to take to the highway because
big groups rarely come to
Myrtle Beach. Next time the
pressure of life starts to get
you down, get on the road.
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YO DUUUDE!
Another unsuspecting person who is just
trying to open his mail falls victim to the
camera's eye. "Lighten up , it's just a
picture," says the photographer.
WHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR DOING?
If looks could kill our photographer would
be dead. Marlene Gardine spots our pho-
tographer on her way out of the library.
NICE UNDIES
It's amazing what some people will do
when they know their picture will appear





Long walks across campus can cause
anxiety, especially if you're running late.
This student looks like she could take her
frustration out on somebody...hopefully
not the photographer.
UH WHAT?
Photographer: "I said act natural when I
take your picture. ..Oh, you are. Sorry."
SAY CHEESEOO!
This student sports that "last minute
cheesy smile" for our photographer. Don't
you hate it when someone calls your name
and then takes your picture?
'V w
GOT TO GET THAT LAST LITTLE BIT
Food between your teeth can be so annoying. And so can an unsuspected
picture. This Coastal student obviously doesn't know that a snapshot has just
been taken of her.
GOTCHA!
Getting Students on Film When They
Least Expect It
The reality about college is that you lose
some of your privacy. Whether it is
within your group of friends, in your
dorm, or in your apartment there will be a
time when you want to be left alone. In
the spirit of lack of privacy we felt that it
was our responsibility here at the
Atheneum to capture students at their
worst or when they least expected it. So
in the future, remember always to look
your best because you will never know
when a yearbook staff member may be
ready and willing to snap your picture.
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JUMPING FOR JOY
The junior varsity cheerleading team gets in shape by
practicing in Spadoni park every afternoon. Practice for
the cheerleaders consists of running laps around the
park as well as practicing cheers.
GET OUT OF MY WAY
Riding across campus from the Kimbel Library to the
Wall building gives this student the perfect opportunity
to exercise his body. Students invested in bikes, to help
with their fitness routines.
Keeping Physically Fit is Easy to Do on Coastal Campus
Pushing it to the Limits
It
became evident this year
more than ever that students at
Coastal wanted to get in shape.
There were so many options
for students to choose from that
there was basically no excuse for
anyone not to choose some activity
Firstly, Coastal offered
numerous classes for those trying to
increase their agility and endurance,
or to tone up. Rock climbing, adult
fitness, tennis, aerobics, dance, and
swimming were some of the possi-
bilities. And for those who felt that
they did not have the energy or
motivation— too bad! In order to
get a passing grade in these classes
students had to attend almost every
session.
For the really dedicated ones,
joining a sports team gave them
more than enough exercise to keep
physically fit. Daily practices,
exercises and a lot of running are
required for almost every sport's
team members.
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Another reason for the increase of
physical activity among students was the
fact that it was fun. Daily games of
volleyball were played in front of the
dorms, and groups of students roller
blading around the campus were seen in
abundance. Perhaps the most frequent
form of exercise was bike riding. As the
campus expanded, it was necessary for
many to obtain bicycles to get from one
end of the campus to the other in a matter
of minutes.
Congratulations, Coastal, for




'To maintain a healthy body a person
should exercise at least three times a
week for 20 minutes each session
to keep his/her heart rate up.
•To lose weight, a person should
exercise about five times a week for
at least 30 minutes each time.
AT LEAST ONE MORE LAP
Coastal's swimming pool allows students like this one
to swim laps to keep fit during the breaks in their class
schedule. The pool is open to all students and faculty
every day, including the weekends.
WHERE DID THAT ONE GO?
Kyle Griffiths practices his backhand on a Coastal tennis
court. Tennis is a great way to keep up a person's heart
rate.
:3^v :: ' ::S '
KEEPING UP THE PACE
Groups of students such as this one can be seen jogging
around campus in the afternoons. Many sports teams
require the members to jog or run in order to keep in
shape.
PUMP IT UP, BABY
Although it does not really increase one's heart rate,
lifting weights can tone up muscle and burn off body




Joe Bissett and Ken Womer have a drinking contest
outside the Student Center on CINO DAY.
Students are Still Partying But In a Safe Way
Drinking Responsibly a Must
Responsible drinking among
college students increased this
year. Students tended to party at
home more, thereby reducing the
likelihood of driving drunk. Coastal
remained a dry campus this year as it
has always been. But the fact is that
students this year were going to drink
no matter what anyone did about it.
This year several measures were
taken to decrease the amount of
drinking on campus. First, Resident
Assistants were given the responsibil-
ity of doing periodic checks on dorm
rooms to make sure there were no
parties in which alcohol was being
served. If caught, the resident was
subject to fines and or alcohol coun-
seling.
In general, students were more
aware of the dangers of drinking too
much and were more sensitive to-
wards their friends by providing safe
rides or letting the intoxicated person





• Drink in moderation
• Make sure everyone
has a safe ride home
• Stop serving alcohol
one hour before the
party ends
• Do not let intoxicated
friends leave with some-
one they do not know
very well
ONE MORE BEER
During CINO DAY students gather at the beer sale
booth before it closes. Since Coastal is a dry campus
CINO DAY is the only time in which students are able
to buy beer on campus.
A SOCIAL THING
Sometimes students over 21 will have a social drink
among friends. Because students are aware of the
dangers involved in driving drunk, staying at home
while drinking is a safe and common alternative for
students.
BUDWEISER-KING OF BEERS
A student wears a sweat shirt to show everyone what
his favorite brand of beer is.
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A PROFESSOR EXPLAINS THE GIVEN ASSIGNMENT TO A
STUDENT IN ONE OF THE SCIENCE LABS.
52 • Academics
sTARTING A NEW SCHOOL YEAR GIVES STUDENTS
THEOPPORTUNITYTOIMPROVETHEIRGRADEPOINT
AVERAGES, TO ENROLL IN COURSES IN THEIR MA-
JOR FIELD INSTEAD OF THE CORE CURRICULUM
CLASSES, AND TO INCREASE THEIR STUDYTIME TO
SEVERAL DAYS BEFORE A TEST RATHER THAN THE
NIGHT BEFORE A MIDTERM . ALONG WITH A NEW
SCHOOLYEARCOME NEWRESPONSIBILITIES THAT
WEAS STUDENTS HAVETO DEALWITHONADAY- TO










hat is your class status? asked your new professor
on the first day of class. You hesitated and re-
sponded, " a second year senior."
The new trend over the past few
years for many students has been
to receive a degree in about five years.
Most students found that because
they had to support themselves while
attending school, they could not take
more than 12 or15 credit hours at a
time. Although 12 hours is considered
full time, it did not mean that it was
possible to graduate on time.
Another reason it took people
longer to finish their degrees was
perhaps because of the increase in coreegree Pro gram •
requirements. Because the job market
was becoming increasingly more
competitive, college curriculums had
to be restructured to accommodate the
new demands that were being placed
on graduates.
Despite the fact that students
found themselves spending an extra
year in school, they didn't seem to
mind too much. Being able to gradu-
ate with some extra-curricular activites
and better grades under their belts
seemed like a more attractive alterna-
tive than rushing through courses not
being able to keep up because of a
heavy class load.
PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE JUST KEEP ON GOING
Ryan Brown and Michelle Gilbert look at their core Being in school for several years can become montonous
requirements so they can plan out their classes for the for some. Just making to class every day can take extra
next semester. motivation.
54 • 5 Year Plan
PLEASE DON'T MAKE ME STAY ONE MORE YEAR!
Sometimes resort to drastic measures so they do not
have to stay in school any longer than they have to.
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING AT?
Some students are plotting to overthrow Coastal
Carolina University because it is taking them longer
to graduate.
5 Year Plan • 55
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SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME
A student sits in the science help center waiting for the
assistant to help her with her perplexing problem.
"WHAT IS THIS STUFF?"
Students log down the different types of algae in the
green house behind the Science building
It's a Dirty Job But Everyone Has to Do It.
Mysteries of Science
A lmost every major at Coastal must
•*• -*-take at least two science classes
and the corresponding labs to gradu-
ate. For many, science courses were
simply a pain in the neck and hard to
comprehend.
Although most non-science majors
agreed that their labs were interesting,
they also said they would not take
them if they did not have to .
Students commented that the worst
part about attending labs was the fact
that attendance was mandatory. More
than one missed lab class could have
resulted in failure of the course. The
main reason for the policy is because
labs were only given once a week for
several hours; one missed session




Fielded trips at Coastal don't hap-
pen that often — unless you are a
science major of course. The out-
doors is a great place to show
students the real thing as opposed to
something sitting in a jar. Because
Coastal is located near the beach, it
makes it easy for the lab classes to
conduct some of their experiments.
Perhaps this, combined with the
knowledge of the professors in the
science department, makes Coastal
one of the leading schools for
Marine Science degrees.
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"I DON'T UNDERSTAND"
Student seeks help on one of her questions during lab
class. The instructors of lab classes really have their
work cut out for them.
WAITING FOR CLASS TO BEGIN
Some students dread that one day a week in which they
must attend lab class.
RUSHING TO GET IT DONE
Even though labs last three hours, students still rush to
beat the clock.
Science Labs 9 57
MAKE SURE IT GETS PUT BACK
The Language Lab is open to those students who are
enrolled in foreign language classes. There are tapes
that enable students to review lessons and vocabulary
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THIS EQUATION WILL WORK, I THINK?
A student is frustrated while working on a calculus
problem in the Math Lab. The lab is open to anyone in
need of tutoring in any math offered on campus.
COULD YOU HELP , PLEASE?
The Writing Center is one of the many help centers
located on campus. Any student who needs help oi
advice with writing is encouraged to stop in for assis-
tance. Here Meredith Merritt gives Sarah Everett (left)
a hand with her paper.
58 • Academic Centers
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REPEAT AFTER ME
A student working in the Language Lab tries to listen
attentively. The Lab offers guidance in the learning of
foreign language through tapes and student aides.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE
Another of the help centers around campus is the Com-
puter Lab. It is there to help students learn or work with
computers; also students can type papers or do assign-
ments with the aid of peers if necessary.
Academic Center Helps Keep Students On Top
et a Grip, Get Help!
Starting a New...
tudying is something that can't be ignored in college.
You may find yourself having trouble with a subject
you just can not grasp; then it is time to act.
I
ust stop in at one of the four help
centers available on campus. Fel-
w students waiting to assist you with
explanations on assignments will be
found inside the labs. The writing
center assists those students who need
help in the writing of papers. Assist is
the keyword; they will help you but
will not write the paper for you. The
mathematics center offers explanations
of math theories and problems that the
student may not be able to compre-
hend in the classroom.
Strange and bizarre sounds will• H e 1 p y s t e m •
be heard when you enter the foreign
language center. Here, students are able
to listen to tapes of foreign languages,
and receive help learning words and
phrases of different languages.
Finally, you may type your little
fingers to the bone in the computer lab.
Students that have little or no knowledge
of computers, this is the place for you.
You may use all of the equipment to do
your papers and even store your disks
there! Most professors require that all
papers be typed, so this center can aid
with this requirement. In addition to the
computer help center, several new com-
puter laboratories are open in the Wall
Building for student use.
All of the labs and help centers are free to
students.
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LOOKING AT THE OPTIONS
Cathy Demay looks over the Ad Club
information to she if she wants to join.
60 • Ad Class
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"LEAVE ME ALONE I HAVEN'T SLEPT!"
Preparing for the competition is a lot of hard
work and all - nighters are frequently pulled by
the team. Here Ken Womer tries to keep his
eyes open.
RECRUIT THOSE MEMBERS
Emma Pearce, Ad Club President, was busy working at Club
Recruitment Day trying to sign up prospective members to
help with the advertising research and marketing analysis.
WHERE ARE MY PANTS!
In his hotel room, Joe Bissett frantically searches for his pants
in the morning of the 1994 advertising competition.
Ad Class Students Get Real Life Experience
a
THEY GAVE THEIR BEST
The 1993-94 Advertising Club represented Coastal last year at the re-
gional competition and came in sixth place. The members were Brandy
Hamilton, Melissa Mack, Chris Enter, Emma Pearce, and Joe Bissett, Paul
Olsen (Advisor), Ed Cerny (Advisor). Four of these members returned in
94-95.
ne of the most excit-
ing new courses offered this
past year was an advertising
class that consisted of prepar-
ing for the National Advertis-
ing Federation's national
competition which took place
in April.
The class, which evolved
from the advertising club,
gave students a real life expe-
rience in creating a national
advertising campaign.
The campaign this past
year was sponsored by the
Dodge Corporation. The
group was given a budget of
41/2 million fictional dollars
to come up with a complete
advertising campaign gearing
Neon cars towards college
students.
The group was responsible
for every aspect that any real
advertising firm would have
to accomplish, including com-
ing up with a name and logo
for itself, conducting surveys
throughout college campuses
around the United States, and
completing marking research
and analyses.
The class was open to any
major. The group successfully
created a 40 page, in depth,
plans book which featured a
brief history of the Dodge Cor-
poration, methods of research,
information on demographics,
advertising tactics and ads cre-




University at the regional com-
petition held in Charlotte, NC
and received much praise for
their presentation and slide
show.
Ad Class • 61
FROM A NEW PERSPECTIVE
Students in art class listen attentively while the instruc-
tor goes over perspective, a key element in learning how
to draw.
<tm
LAYING IT ALL OUT
In graphic design class Tonya Blanton sketches her idea
for the latest project. The project consisted of coming up
with a t-shirt logo for the 18th Annual Cooper River
Bridge Run.
HANG IT UP TO DRY
In print making class Carl Anderson learns how to carve
an original piece of artwork onto linoleum and then how
to apply ink and run it through a press. The end result
is shown by this student.
62 • The Arts
THE FINISHING TOUCHES
Rob Linn puts a dab of clay onto his pitcher during
pottery class. Pottery is just one of the courses offered by
the Art department. The class teaches students the
basics and allows them to create theirown masterpieces.
A LITTLE SHADING HERE, A LITTLE THERE.
An Art major shades in a white chalk drawing on a black
background to illustrate his effective use of the positive
within the negative.
Art Classes Provide an Outlet for Students
Endless Possibilities
T
The arts were alive and well this year at Coastal Carolina
University. Aside from Art majors, many students took
advantage of the art courses offered to express a side of
themselves in an artistic way.
Starting a New...
•Profession*
There was a variety of interest by stu-
dents in art this year, and Coastal of-
fered diversified art courses to fulfill those
interests. Among the classes offered were
ceramics, print making, photography, life
drawing, graphic design, pottery, three di-
mensional and two dimensional design and
painting.
Many students participated in these
classes not only to increase their knowl-
edge of the arts, but also to relieve stress
by creating.
One thing that most people did not
realize this year was that there were sev-
eral opportunities to do art work for the
local community in addition to national and
local competitions and contests.
For instance, the photography class
entered a contest for the best picture of a
Coastal Carolina scene. The graphic de-
sign classes entered numerous design com-
petitions and also created all of the flyers.
pamphlets and programs for the theatre
department's plays.
Not only did the art classes serve
to be stress relieving for some, but also edu-
cational and productive for all.
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GETTING CLASSES IN ORDER
The registration office can be the biggest pain in the
. id -Hi . , in i , • ,. » a n ,i n it - - . i in iai neck for all students, sometimes the wait can be an hour
It is Possible to Get an Education -- Once All the Red Tape is Out or The Way or more.
It Takes Time
The biggest problem at Coastal this year was all the red tape that had to be
gone through. Registration was even more hectic this year than in the past.
The lines for fee payment and financial aid were taking about 2 to 3 hours to
get through. And once registration and fee payment were over, there were more
important things for students to worry about -- classes. It took a while for students
to get into the grove of things. Once the books were bought, syllabi received, and
schedules figured out; it was time to buckle down and study. Most students held
some type of job to support themselves or to have spending money. This called for
some major time management on the students part. No matter what it was this year
it seemed to take time, lots and lots of time.
^
CRAMMING TO FINISH
A Student rushes to finish his reading assignment.
There is nothing worse then not having an assignment
completed on time. Students fear that the professor will
call on them to answer a question and they will be
speechless.
64 • Red Tape
0-
NO MORE HOMEWORK!
A Spanish professor hands out the next assignment for
class. Foreign languages take up spare time for students
because there is a lot of written homework to turn in
each class period.
NEXT!
Students wait patiently in line to pay their bills or pick
up financial aid during fee payment for the fall
semester.
SINGLE FILE LINE PLEASE!
Students at CINO DAY in spring 1994 wait for their free
food in the student center hallway.
Red Tape • 65
What Are You Planning to
Do With Your Degree?
Mike Hensley " I Graduate in May with
an accounting or business degree and
then I want to get my Masters."
v
Patricia Collins - "Something along the
lines ofpromoting musical groups, even-
tually managing and my ultimate goal is
producing."
Vince Smith - "Hopefully it will buy me
a Sun News newspaper."
66 • Future Plans
Yuri Takamatsu - "I want to go to
graduate school; my major is
psychology."
Anthony Orlandro - "Get a good job as
close to the water as possible."
Maurico Araya- "Get into physical Lynda Castellano - "Become a lawyer,
therapy."
Julie Harrison - "Get a job in the Geogra-
phy or Sociology field and move out
west. Or maybe travel."




DIVERSITY AMONG STUDENTS MAKES
COASTAL A UNIQUE CAMPUS
68 • A New Coastal
cOASTAL HAS COME A LONG WAY SINCE 1954. THE
CAMPUS HAS SEEN ITS SHARE OF CHANGES; FROM ITS
START AS A JUNIOR COLLEGE WITH ONLY 55 STUDENTS
TO ITS PRESENT STATUS AS AN INDEPENDENT UNIVER-
SITY WITH AN ATTENDANCE OF OVER 4,500, IT IS CLEAR
THAT COASTAL HAS BECOME A SCHOOL WITH RECOG-
NIZABLE TALENT. THE ADMINISTRATION, THE FACULTY,
THE STAFF, THE COMPLETION OF NEW BUILDINGS - ALL
OF THESE HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO MAKE COASTALWHAT
IT IS TODAY...AN INSTITUTION WITH TIES TO THE PAST
AND VISIONS FOR THE FUTURE. THIS IS...
A NEW COASTAL
A New Coastal • 69
A N e
The Inaugural Fete that followed theInauguration ceremony was a
magnificent feast which pleased
almost any taste. Champagne and com-
memorative glasses were also included.
What would the festivities have
been without music? With old
classsics that were upbeat, a
swing orchestra entertained the attendees
of the inaugural reception.
70 • The Inauguration
w Coastal
sTj resident Ron Ingle received his medallion
with the new Coastal Carolina Seal on the
front at the official ceremony held October 22, 1994.
The Inauguration










A procession of studentleaders and facultymembers entered Wheel-
wright auditorium as part of the
ceremony for President Ron Ingle.
S~g-*%
rofessor Phillip
| #>/Powell played the
I piano during a special
faculty musical showcase that
took place during the
Inaguration Week festivities.





campus. It is the official







Building and the Wall
building adds a bit of
tranquility to the
campus.
A bridge was installed between the PrinceBuilding and the Wall Building addingbeauty and convenience to the campus.
„







Jk^ at window seats
located on the upper floors
of the Wall building.
^-^-^uring Inauguration
If 1 Week, Coastal
Carolina signs
were permanently installed





1"^ he Board of
Trustees meets
- on a regular
basis to discuss a
variety of important

















romoting the campus is one of
the responsibilities of the Alumni
Association. Here, Director Mona
Dukes and a student give information about
the association during the Senior Salute.
















the campus several times a year.
During Inauguration Week they





Student, show up to help
support events sponsored
by clubs and organizations.
The people 75
TWO NEIGHBORS IN THE COMMONS SHARE A HUG AND A
SMILE BEFORE THE WALK TO CLASS.
76 • People Divider
w HAT MAKES A CAMPUS UNIQUE ARE THE STU-
DENTS THAT ATTEND IT COASTAL CAROLINA UNI-
VERSITY PRIDES ITSELF IN PROMOTING DIVERSITY
AMONG STUDENTS. BECAUSE STUDENTS FROM
AROUND THE US AND ABROAD COME TO
COASTAL, THERE HAS TO BE PLENTY OF ROOM TO
APPRECIATE DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS AND
CULTURES. IN A BLEND OF TRADITIONS AND
CULTURES COASTAL BRINGS TOGETHER
PEOPLE


















Getting Your Message Across - The Right Way
B elieve it or not,communicating was an
acquired skill among the
Coastal community this year.
Students in particular some-
times found it difficult to
convey exactly what was on
their minds. Whether it was
for a professor, friend, or
classmate, simplicity was the
key in trying to express an
opinion or concern. Luckily,
Oral Communication 140 is
required for all students.
GOING UP?
The stairwell can be a busy places during
class changes. These two students catch up on
the latest news before heading to class in
opposite directions.
OVER HERE
Trying to catch someone's attention can be easv if
you have the right vocal cords. Here residents at the
Commons communicate over their balconies.
Getting Your Message Across • 79
IT'S ALL IN THE
WRIST AND TIMING.
The gameroom is an ex-
cellent place to let off
steam and frustration.
These students are tak-
ing their game of foot-










The Games We Play - Leisure Time
IF HE MAKES THIS SHOT IT'LL BE TEN DOLLARS!
Two friends battle it out in a game of nine ball in the gameroom. This year two new pool tables were installed
in the Student Center's leisure room. New video games and a juke-box were also added to the gameroom.
What did Coastal stu-
dents do during their
leisure time this year? Play
games of course. For those who
enjoyed pool, the game room
offered a great alternative to
sitting and watching TV between
classes. It was located in the
Student Center and had video
games and pool tables. Sports
such as football and volleyball
were among the favorite lei-
surely games people played.
Board games like Scatagories





























When it Gets Hard -- Buckle Down
Sometimes frustration can be
experienced when it comes to
buckling down. Students had to
make the choice to either go to the
beach on a hot sunny day or study
for a upcoming test.
Making decisions like this one
often decided the fate of a person's
grade. Instead of giving up on
classes such as Spanish or classes
Calculus, students in the Coastal
community strived to make the
grade and stay focused. The hard
part about buckling down was fi-
nal. Some waited until the night
before to cram all the information
for the test - the result was failure.
WHAT PAGE WAS I ON?
Reading takes up the majority of students study
time. If weekly reading assignments are not com-
pleted, a student is often left with pages and pages
to read before a given test.
ON THAT NOTE
Obtaining good studying habits keeps one from
having to cram the night before a test or quiz. Here
a student outlines the chapter of his text book to help
remember the subject matter.
Strugling • 83
THE CHICKEN IS ON THE LOOSE!
The chicken usually gains attention from young
children during his appearances on campus. But
recently the chicken has been seen chasing women
as well as small children.
THE KICKIN' CHICKEN TRIES BUT FAILS
After being turned down for the "Welcome Back
Dance" the Chicken resorts to begging and plead-
ing for a date on Saturday night.
The Kickin' Chicken Spirit
C'
oastal's mascot, The Kickin' Chicken, has encouraged the students on campus to
obtain the Chanticleer spirit for many years. Throughout the 1994-1995 school
'year the bird supported many school functions. He was seen at basketball games
and special events including CINO Day, and many activities dealing with S.T.A.R.
(Student Taking Active Responsibility.) The Chanticleer was also sited at "Welcome
Weekend ." The Chicken amused students and families by playing "Follow the
Chicken" and other playful games.
If you see the chicken, do not be scared, go up to him, and give him a BIG HUG! He
enjoys it, knowing that he has brought spirit to fellow Coastal Students.



































Getting a First-Hand Experience
Marine Science majors had the
opportunity to gain first
hand experience in their field this
year. The task they completed was
not for the squeamish, however. It
consisted of dissecting a dolphin.
The dissection gave students an in-
depth look at the parts of the
dolphin. Later these students had
to identify these parts. While some
may argue that dissection is not
necessary, others say that it is
imperative to understanding the
biological makeup of a particular
animal. These dissections gave
students something they just could
not get from a text book.
"PARTS IS PARTS"
The purpose of dissecting the above dolphin was
to identify all its parts, thereby providing more
information on its functions.
SOMEONE HAS TO DO IT
Two students saw open what appears to be the
skull of a dolphin. This is part of a dissection to
get a closer look at the inside of its brain.






















Getting the Overall Picture
"DON'T FORGET THESE SETTINGS"
Professor Paul Olsen goes over a basic lesson in his black and white photography class. Part of the class focuses
on how to select the correct setting in order to take quality pictures.
t:
'his year two introductory
courses in black and white
photography were offered to stu-
dents. The courses were taught by
Professor Paul Olsen of the Art
Department. The three hour class
taught the history of photography,
the basics in camera settings and the
equipment that is used The class
also developed their own film and
prints in an on-site photography lab.
A special project the class encoun-
tered included trip to Huntington
Beach State Park's Atalaya. The
focus of the trip was on taking shots
of parts of architecture. There they
also took photos of beach scenes to




























Students at Coastal tried their
best to stay on top of current
events this year. Reading the newspa-
per was a popular means to accom-
plish this feat. The time frame be-
tween classes turned out to be the best
opportunity to catch up on the latest
news. It seemed as though interest in
what was going on in the world
increased. Daily updates on the
situation in Haiti and Rwanda were
considered important by many. And
then there was the O.J. Simpson case.
By the end of the year students flipped
past any news of this superstar be-
cause it was simply redundant. Other
reasons for reading the paper were the
want ads and, of course, the most
important... the comics.
SKIMMING THROUGH
This student reads the Charlotte Observer to gain
knowledge of the events within the Carolinas.
Newspapers from around the U.S. are available
for student use in the library.
A LOOK AT THE GLOBE
John Carter stays ahead of the game bv reading up
on current international events in The Sun News.
Some political science classes require students to
read the paper daily.
^ ^ ^ ^ '*-


















"WHAT DID I FORGET?"
Playing roller blade hockey in the parking lot of
the dorms is a popular activity for many students.
This player, however, forgot a key component to
playing. ..the puck.
WARMING UP
Rollerblading can be strenuous on leg muscles.
This person warms up for a game of roller hockey
by gliding around a parking lot.
A New Way To Get In Shape
Rollerblading hit the Coastal Carolina Campus hard this year. Students could be seen skating around cam-
pus at all hours of the night and day. Rollerblading was popular because it was not only fun but a great
.form of exercise. Rollerblades are adapted from a combination of roller skates and ice skates. The wheels
are aligned in a blade-like manner - hence the name. The biggest mistake people made when they first started
rollerblading was to underestimate the difficulty level. Rollerblading required a great amount of coordination
and balance. It was suggested that pads be worn on knees and hands while people were learning to rollerblade.
One of the games that was adapted to rollerblading was hockey. This was a very fast paced activity that re-




















Same Year... Different Parking Problem
This year, like all the ones in the
past, left many students with a
bad memory. ..the daily fight for a
parking space. The students at
Coastal were up in arms about not
being able to pull right into a space
each day. The fact was there was
enough parking, but students were
not willing to "walk the extra mile" it
sometimes took. With the addition
of new buildings on campus, there
were also additional parking spaces
available. Coastal officials argued
that they were trying to solve the
parking problems students were
incurring. The students retorted by
saying that dozens of faculty spaces
could be seen vacant at any given
time. Who knew what the solution
was to this very old problem?
"
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SQUEEZE IT IN
Every year students complain about not being
able to find a parking space. Part of the problem
is that students would be in a hurry and park
incorrectly, thereby taking up two spaces.
GRIN AND BEAR IT
No one likes to get a parking ticket but this
student admits his mistake and is willing to
accept that he is to blame. ...at least he made it




















These dorm students hang out in the "ghetto" and
set the stylestyle as trendsetters with their favorite
baseball hats. Some people often wear their hats
in different positions depending on how they feel.
RELAX AND PULL IT BACK
While having a hard day of work in the resident
assistant office, Sherri still looks at ease in her
baseball hat.
Hats Off to Baseball Caps
For the past few years hats have become a way to express an attitude or present a new look.
For college students in particular, styles became more casual. A method for putting hair up
became necessary for some students. Baseball caps were a large part of any student's wardrobe.
Many people wore baseball hats for different reasons. Despite the baseball strike that took place in
1994, some still wanted to show spirit by displaying their favorite sports team logo. Others wanted to
show off the Greek letters of their fraternities or sororities. The rest either had a really bad hair day
or they just liked the way the hat looked.
We can't forget the obvious; wearing these hats provided a fashionable way to protect themselves
from wind or rain. By examining the various hats people wore this year, it was obvious that baseball
caps weren't just for baseball players anymore.



















The Pros and Cons of Calling Home
It
was Wednesday night and you
were sitting at home wondering
how you were going to pay for your
night out on Friday. It was then that
you decided to call home and beg
for money. The only draw back was
you had to face those hard to answer
questions that you seemed to have
no response to. "What happened to
that fifty I sent you a couple of days
ago?' asked your father. You hesi-
tated and responded, "Groceries". A
Current update on grades was
another mandatory topic that seemed
to be hard to escape. And for those
who weren't good at little white lies,
it was all over. The good part about
calling home however, was that it
supplied many a form of moral
support that friends just couldn't
give.
"YEAH MOM, I'M PASSING ALL MYCLASSES"
Random calls home to Mom and Dad are a must
for college students. This student finds the
support she is looking for through the words of
wisdom her family offers (either that or she needs
money.)
"I THINK WE HAVE A BAD CONNECTION"
Sometimes calling home can put students on the
spot. This student uses a cellular phone to stay in
touch with his parents and give them an update
on what he is doing.
Calling Home • 99
^^^
IN MID AIR
A group of students at Rocktoberfest gather to
play a game of hackeysack while the next band
gets set up. The game is often more exciting when
more people are involved.
IT'S ALL IN THE FEET
Being able to balance the small bag on one's feet
can take hours of practice. Here two students
take a break in front of the Student Center to






What craze made Coastal students drop everything and just kick it? Well, it included a small
bean bag ball and anywhere from two people up. Yes, hackeysack was one activity that
students played just about anywhere. The game consists of continuously tossing the small ball
from person to person using your feet only. You could see them between classes frantically tossing the
small ball back and forth with their feet in all sorts of twisted maneuvers. It was so popular that the "Hack
Society" was started as a Student Government recognized group. The only prerequisite for being in this
group was some interest in the game of hackeysack and a little bit of skill. Don't let the ease with which
these players move fool you. Anyone that played the game said that it took many hours of practice to
perfect a particular move. It was worth all the effort, though, since it provided hours of entertainment and






































When the Bills Come In...
While in college, most people
get their first credit cards.
More than ever credit card compa-
nies targeted the 18 to 25 year old
age group with full force. These
companies made it very simple for
students to get the cards because
they didn't have many requirements.
The end result... students found
themselves in a position where lack
of income and large balances kept
them from being able to pay off these
bills. Unfortunately for the students,
this gave many a bad credit history.
Students got wise to this however; it
could be seen in the Student Center
when students blatantly turned
down the companies who were
trying to get them to sign up.
SPLITTING UP THE BILLS
After receiving her telephone bill, this student
doesn't panic when she realizes all the calls are
her roommates.
REVIEWING YOUR ACCOUNT
Monthy reports from the bank show this college
student that her account is rapidly diminishing
over a small period of time.
Bills • 103
A Sense of Fashion
Afashion showduring thefall semester













open to the public
















A student shows off a dressy



















known for that often
beach of course! Al-
though Coastal has
made a recent effort
not to market itself
draws many students as "The University
to the campus? The next to the beach"
people still find the to be seen after classes
sun, sand and relax- (sometimes during
ation irresistible, class) at the beach surf-
During the Spring se- ing or lying out in the
mester it is not un- sun soaking up the













106 • The Beach
A PERFECT DAY
A familiar scene to Coastal
students. The beach provides
a place to relax, have a little














PROFESSOR RANDALL WELLS SPENDS TIME ON THE PHILOSOPHY
ROCK WITH HIS ENGLISH SUMMER SESSION CLASS
108 • Faculty
THEYARETHE ONESWHO SHAPEYOUR MIND. THEY
STEER YOU IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION. THE
FACULTY AND STAFF OF COASTAL CAROLINA
UNIVERSITY ARE ONE OF A KIND. ON A WHOLE
THEIR MOST DISTINGISHING CHARACTERISTIC
IS THAT THEY CARE AND ALWAYS SEEM TO
FIND TIME TO FIT STUDENTS INTO THEIR
SCHEDULES. THEY ARE THE PILLARS IN THE




Activities Give Professors a Sense of Fulfillment
The newest addition to the Coastal
campus is the Prince Building. Here it is
being officially dedicated by President
Ron Ingle. It was named after history
Professor Wink Prince's father (center)
.
Spanish professor Faye Taylor goes that
extra mile to makes sure her students not
only learn the Spanish language but also
the culture surrounding it.
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
(L TO R) First Row: John Beard, Randall Wells, Steve Hamelman, Veronica Gerald.
Second Row: Ray Moye, Karlene Rudolph, Sara Sanders, Linda 1 Iollandsworth. Third
Row: Paul Rice, Nelljean Rice, Linda Schwartz, Sally Purcell, Glenda Sweet, Susan
Meyers, Jill Sessoms (Chair) Fourth Row: Steve Nagle, John Durrell.
PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT
(L to R) Front: Claudia Cleary. Back: Roy Russell, Robert Robinson
Philip Schneider
110 • Faculty
1994's Distinguished Teacher of the Year
recipientVeronica Gerald is all smiles as
she holds the silver bowl she was given at
the honors convocations. The award is
based upon a student survey and inter-
view process conducted by the Student
Government Association.
Professor Collin of the Foreign language
Department enjoys refreshments served
at the Prince Building Reception. Dr. Collin
also contributes works to the Archarios
Literary/ Art Magazine.
EARLY CHILDHOOD AND ELEMENTARY EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
(L to R) Jessie Brown, Debbie Stanley, Linda Singleton, Sandra Lee, Gilbert Hunt, Sally
Hare, Arlene Adams, Yvonne Bodnar, Lynne Brock, Janet Files.
HISTORY DEPARTMENT
(L to R) First Row: Beatriz Hardy, Stephanie Freeman, John Vhrooman. Second Row:
Ken Townsend, Same Syme. Third Row: Fred W. Hicks III, Rov Talbert, Denvv
Bowman. Fourth Row: James J. Farsolas, Wink Prince. Fifth Row: James L. Michie.
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Behind the Scenes at Coastal
Maintenance and Police Staff Keep Coastal Running Smoothly
A police officer waits for his duty to start.
Sometimes the Police Department go un-
recognized for their efforts. They are
responsible for the general safety of the
entire campus 24 hours a day.
Susie Q. visits the Atheneum office on a
regular basis. We know we are her favor-
ite people because she talks to usSO much.
It probably has nothing to do with the
mess we often create while working on
the yearbook.
Its a tough job, but somebody has to it.
The maintenance staff waxes the floors
frequently. Sometimes the staff are taken
for granted, even though they keep the
campus spic and span.
SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
(L to R) Bill Davis, Susan Shepherd, Sylvia Kenig
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
(L to R) Nan Hudson, Philip Powell, Jordan Alexander, Karen Berrv, Carol Perkins
William I lamilton, Carolyn Cox.
112 • Faculty
Taking a break to relax. Two staff mem-
bers of the maintenance/janitorial staff
take a break from their nonstop day to eat
lunch in Spadoni Park.
A person from the janitorial staff pre-
pares the dorms for new student arrivals
by vacuuming all the carpets. It is the
small things that the staff does that add
up to so much.
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
(L to R) William Hills, Wade K. Baird, Linda Palm, Joan Piroch, Tony Albiniak, William
King.
BUSINESS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS
(L to R) First Row: Jack Kendree, Pete Barr, Greg Krippel, Bob Nale. Second Row: Darcy
Carr, Robert Burney, Ginny Levsen, Will Garland, Ed Cernv, Richard Weldon. Third
Row: Jeff Linder, Steve Sheel, Gene Collins, Gerry Boyles, Benjoe Juliano, Forbes




Getting Your Message Across
Faculty and Staff Find Communication Skills Essential
Geoff Parsons (left), Coordinator of Inter-
national Students and International Stud-
ies Program, shares information on for-
eign cities with Foreign Language Profes-
sor Dale Collins.
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Two faculty members make use of their
spare time by going over important agen-
das during their break between classes.
WHAT'S NEW TODAY?
Yes, even professors can gossip. History
Professor Beatriz Hardy catches up on the
latest news with political science Profes-
sor Paul Peterson.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
(I, to R) Faye Taylor, Carolyn Mitchell, Dale Collins, James Blackburn, Anita Smith,
Michael Gilbert, Gregory Cole, JoAnne Hodge, Charles Gidney.
SECONDARY EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
(L to R) Front Row: Suzanne Cormier, Marshall Parker, Karen Carpenter, Rebecca
Kasparek, Toby Mercer. Back Row: Gilbert Hunt, Lance Bedwell.
14* Faculty
"JUST LOOK AT THIS PAPER!"
Professors Linda Hollandsworth and
Peter Lecouras of the English Department
share their views and ideas with one
another.
KEEPING IN TOUCH
Dr. Thomas Isekenegbe keeps the lines of
communication flowing by way of the
telephone. Phone tag is a popular activity




(L to R) Maura Kenny, Elizabeth Keller, Treelee McAnn, Paul Olsen, Dina Hall,
Charles Wright.
ADVISEMENT
(L to R) Thomas Isekenegbe-Director Academic Advisement and Interdisciplinary
Studies, Herb Thompson-Athletic Advisement.
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Always There For You
Student Affairs Division Puts Forth That Extra Effort
Here Yvonne Williams, the Admin. Spe-
cialist for Student Activities, is busy an-
swering the endless questions that flow
into her office.
"I know where everything is," exclaims
Pat Singleton-Young, Director of Minor-
ity Student Relations. Pat is so busy, she
has to schedule time just to sort through
all her paperwork.
Kathy Watts, Admin. Assistant to the Vice
President, and Vicki Gardner, Alcohol &
Drug Counselor, prove that staff mem-
bers can be joyful and full of spirit during
CINO Day.
STUDENT AFFAIRS
(L to R) First Row: Leveta Pierce, Trenna Metts, Kathy Watts, Patti Loebs, Judy
I ampkins. Second Row: Pat Singleton-Young, Yvonne Williams, Vicki Gardner, Yvonne
Lasane, Debbie Conner, Mollie Starbuck - Fout, Bob Squatriglia. Third Row: Joe
Mazurkiewicz, Stacy Cretzmeyer. Fourth Row: Jodi Davis.
MATH DEPARTMENT
(L to R ) Subhash Saxena, Becky Gray, Kevin Jenerette, Constance Edwards, Prashant
Sanagiry, Cindy Williams, Steve West, DeborahVrooman. Second Row: Al Cannon, Joe
Parker, Danny Turner, Linda Vereen, Tom O'Loughlin.
116* Faculty/Staff
It is that time of year again. The Student
Affairs Office has a tradition of holding a
Christmas party right before the end of
the fall semester.
Judy Lampkins was the newest addition
to the Student Activities Office this year.
She is responsible for keeping daily
records of all club transactions and bal-
ances. She also helps with the records for
the Minority Relations Office.
MARINE SCIENCE DEPARTMENT POLITICS AND GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENTS
(L to R) First Row: Dr. Craig Gilman, Dr. Eric Koepfler, Dr. Dan Abel, Ms. (L to R) Jack Riley, Richard Weldon, Paul Peterson, Eddie Dyer, Dan Selwa, Richard
Amy Ferguson, Dr. Susan Libes, Chair. Second Row: Ms. Dana Nance, Dr. Collin, Jim Henderson, Bonnie Senser-Secretary, Alan Little.
Richard Dame, Dr. Rob Young, Dr. Douglas Nelson, Mr. Steve Berkowitz.
Faculty • 11"
HI
A MEMBER OF THE VOLLEYBALL TEAM SPIKES THE BALL
OVER THE NET TO THE OPPOSING TEAM
118 • Sports
TWO SIDES COMETOGETHERTOPLAYFORTHETITLE
OR THE RIGHT TO SAY THEY ARE THE BEST. AT
COASTAL CAROLINA WE HAVE PLAYED MANY OP-
POSING TEAMS. WHETHER IT BE IN BASEBALL,
BASKETBALL, TENNIS, CROSS COUNTRY, OR GOLF,
COASTALHAS BATTLED THE BESTAND WITHSTOOD.
WE ARE PROUD TO SAY WE HAVE PARTICIPATED IN
THESEBATTLES BECAUSEITIS NOTABOUTWINNING
OR LOSING BUT PLAYING OR COMPETINGAS ATEAM





Year Of Trouble, CCU
Basketball Is
Bouncing Back
It was only a year ago that
things began to fall apart for
the Chanticleers. The basket-
ball coaches were under
investigation for numerous
NCAA violations. Among
those were allegations of
visiting high school campuses
to recruit players more times
than allowed, giving money
to prospective players, and
changing grades so that
otherwise non-eligible stu-
dents could play. As a result
of all this, Coastal's coach of
19 years was replaced.
Coastal's new head coach,
Michael Hopkins, is a former
assistant coach from East
Carolina University. He is
also a graduate of Coastal
Carolina College and a
former Chanticleer. He
started the season off well
with a 103-94 overtime vic-
tory over the Winthrop
Eagles.
Back for this third season at
Coastal is Senor Guard
KeKe Hicks. KeKe has
broken the record of 7.798
three-pointers per game set
by Wally Lancaster of Vir-
ginia Tech form 1987-89. His
average has risen to 8.083
attempts per game during his
career.
Despite last year's troubles
and all of the attention from
the media, Coastal's basket-
ball program is pulling itself
back together. This year
proved to be a challenging
one, with a new coach and
some players leaving the
team. However, the Chanti-
cleers continued to break
records and show progress.
LOOKING FOR THE RIGHT PASS
KeKe Hicks waits patiently while he tries to find an open
team member toreceive the ball.
WATCHING HIS BACK
John Lewis pauses to think of a good strategy to help
Coastal Carolina score while they have the ball.
120 • Basketball
LAST YEAR
Senior Guard KeKe Hicks from Atlanta, Georgia, was
the player to watch this year. He ranks ninth among
Coastal's career scoring leders with 1 ,095 points, he was
also named to the preseason Big South All -Conference
team
1994-95 CHANTICLEERS
(L to R) Sitting: Mike Cushing- Manager, Greg Smith,
Alfonso Grissett, John Lewis, KeKe Hicks, Mathew
Walker, Mickey Wilson. Second Row: Matt Pugh, Larry
Johnican, Maurice Ingram, Spencer Sauders, Phillip
Ingram.
WHEN IT COUNTS
Sophomore guard Matthew Walker amazes the crowd





Spirit and togetherness is part of what helps make
Coastal Carolina a winning basketball team. And when
the going got tough, they stuck together.
ANTICIPATION
Head Coach Michael Hopkins shows his joy as a player
makes a winning play.
122 • Basketball
UP AND IN
Sophomore Matthew Walker gets the edge over on an
opponent as he leaps above him in preparation for a
shot.
SCAMBELLING FOR THE BALL
John Lewis and Phillip Richards try to get the rebound
in the game against Winthrop.
SPOT LIGHT ON...MAURICE INGRAM
Maurice plays forward and is a sophomore from Lanett.
AL. He attended Alabama Southern Community Col-
lege for one before coming to Coastal.
ACROSS THE COURT
Freshman Greg Smith keeps his eves open for an
opportune time to pass.
Basketball • 12
Through the Year's the Lady Chanticleers Have Strived to
Be The Best They Can Be
Women's Basketball
The Women's Basketballteam had an exciting
season this year coming
off 14-14 overall and 10-8 in the
Big South Conference. They
finished in sixth place last
season. The head coach, Gina
Markland, returned for her
ninth season. In her coaching
career, she has guided the
program from the NAIA level to
NCAA Division I status.
The team has improved consid-
erably since Markland's talking
over in 1986. They have gone
from 0-24 in 1986-87 to 14-14 in
1993-94. Players returning from
last year were Seniors Ali
Colgrove and Chrissie Fuller,
Juniors Anita Anderson, Tina
Boester, and Sophomores Jackie
Busch, Meredith Luebbers, and
Deana Motto.
AIR COASTAL!
The opposing team can only stand and
look on as Senior Kjerstin Havnes leaps
through the air for a scoring shot.
VERTICAL TWISTER?
Members of the opposing team twist abou t
while trying to block a perfect shot by a
happy Jamie Willcox.
124 • Women's Basketball
TENSION IN THE AIR
Senior Ali Colgrove holds her breath hop-
ing to make a scoring shot without being
blocked by an opposing team member.
LOOKOUT!!!
Quick manuvering allows the Coastal team
to keep the ball from the opposing team
while tryin to set up a scoring shot.
(L to R) SITTING: Deana Motta, Heidi Parker, Ali Colgrove, Tina Boester, Kjerstin Havnes, Jamie Willcox, Chrissie Fuller. Standing:
Gina Markland (head coach), Annette Alson (assistant coach), Samantha Cerny, Tameka Tender, Jackie Busch, Anita Anderson,
Meredith Luebbers, Sara Graziano, Michelle Jones (manager).
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THE 1994-95 VOLLEYBALL TEAM
Numerical Roster: 1) Allison Kothe, 2) Colette Pawlyk, #) Stacey Vuono, 5) Nicole Jesse, 7) Julie Cameron, 8) Heather Driscoll, 10) Joanna Abbottt, 12) Shay Goulding, 13) Amy




A Coastal player jumps and reaches high to slam the ball
over the net.
GET READY
Coastal leads the game as the players get into position to
return the ball to their opponents.
126 • Volleyball
SPIKE IT
Heather Driscoll (#12) slams the ball over the net while
Colette Pawlyk (#11) looks on.
READY AND WAITING
The Lady Chants position themselves while one mem-
ber jumps up for the return.
New Start
UP AND OVER
A Lady Chant successfully completes a kill with a
high return.
The Lady Chant volleyball team started this season young, with only three returning
starters from last year's team. Coastal opened up at the Navy Tournament facing
Maryland Eastern Shore. The Chants won 3-0 to go and face the Villanova Wildcats.
Villanova proved to be too strong in this one, winning the game 3-0.
Coastal came home to South Carolina and lost a game at The College of Charleston.
Finally, Coastal had a home game against S. C. State winning 3-0 to run their record to 2-
3. Coastal lost the next two games to run their record to 2-5. It wasn't all that bad for the
Chants through the first seven games of the year. Sara Graziano, Coastal 's first three
sport athlete, racked up 145 kills and 17 blocks. Coastal lost seven of their next nine
games to run their record to 4-12. "We're young this year, and young players will make
young mistakes," stated head coach Tammi McCaudy-Lee. "We have many new plavers
this year. It's a big adjustment for players to come from high school, or another school,
and play with players just as good as they are."
Overall the Lady Chanticleers had a losing record. But it won't be long before the
program is turned around according to head coach McCaudy-Lee. "We want to get our




In The Field Or At The Plate The Baseball Team Delivers
Baseball
• 1994 Baseball Team •
*l»f,<"»' »̂^
YOU'RE OUT
A Coastal Carolina player tags the oppos
ing team's batter out.
IT'S ALL IN THE EYES
A Chanticleer player has a look of concen-
tration as he reaches hack to throw the
ball.
128 •Baseball
With Strength and Agility The Softball Team Brings It Home
Softball
• 1994 Softball Team •
BUNT IT
A Lady Chanticleer decides that a bunt
would give the best results from the pitch
given to her.
ITS GOING TO BE A FAST ONE
A member of the Softball team gives it her
all as she leans back for the pitch.
WATCH THE BALL
During practice this player prepares her-
self for the pitch, keeping her eves on the
ball continuously.
Softball • 129
1994-95 WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
unning For The
Finish Line
A respectable finish would be in the top three in the
Big South," stated Koster.
Head cross country coach Jimi Koster had his hopes set high for this year's cross country squads. "A respectable finish would
be in the top three in the Big South," stated Koster. Both squads accomplished this goal by finishing second at the Big South
Championships.
Leading the way on the female side was freshman Catherine Conder, for whom Koster had high hopes also. "Catherine was the
1994 New Zealand 10,000 meter champion, and should be our top female runner along with Valentine Stumpf," said Coach Koster.
Freshman Catherine Conder kept her word, finishing with a time of 17:40 in the Championships, breaking a record set by
teammate Valentine Stumpf in last year's race. Conder was named Big South Female Runner of the Year and Rookie of the Year with
several record performances. She won at the East Carolina Invitational (16:10), UNC Charlotte Invitational (17:51), and at the Big
South Championships just to name a few. When Conder didn't finish first for the Chants, defending Female Big South Runner of
the year, Valentine Stumpf, did. She finished second behind Conder in every race before winning the Winthrop Invitational with
a time of 17:40.
The men were very balanced with a different Chant taking honors in each race.
"The guys are packed together real well," stated Assistant Coach Shaun Walsh.
Rick Badman won for the Chants at the East Carolina Invitational (19:39), Finbarr Egan took honors at the Pembroke Invitational
(21:30), Mark Newell finished first for Coastal at the Winthrop Duals, and Graham Alig finished with a school record (2:16) at the
Big South Championship.
130 • Cross Country/Track
A Coastal runner leads the pack at a
regional track meet.
ON YOUR MARK
Members of the girls track team get ready for the next
race.
RELAXING
Running track takes a lot of energy. Relaxing before and
after a run can keep the track team member emotionally
and physically stable.
WEARING IT WITH PRIDE
Coastal supporters and coaches gather at a meet to keep
the team "on the right track."
THE 1994-95 CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
(L to R) Front Row: Graham Alig, Vince Martell, David
Rowland, Everton Morgan, Mark Newell. Jim Koster.
Coach. Back Row: Greg Shute, O'Neal
Barnett, Alex Lecouras, Richard Badman, Hamilton
Tilley, Dave Ernst.





soccer team had set their
sights on the Big South
Tournament,. Coming off
last year's season with a 6-
12-1 record overall, they
started anew with 20 new
members and finished with
a 8-5 record this year and a
5-0 record in the Big South
Conference. The Chants
were defeated in the second
round to the number one
UNC Greensboro. This
year Coach Banta tried to
return with the attitude:
"When a team comes to
play at Coastal Carolina
University, the simply do
not win." Coach Banta is
entering his 11th season at
Coastal Carolina. The
Men's Soccer teams has a
128-66-11 record under
Coach Paul Banta. Since
joining the Big South Con-
ference, the Banta -led
Chants have posted a 45-16-
2 record and have captured
two conference Champion-
ships.
YOU GOTTA BE QUICK
David Backman rushes past his opponent to get into
scoring position.
THE RIGHT POSITION
Neil Payne, Captain, head butts the ball past his oppo-
nent to a fellow Coastal Soccer Player.
132 • Soccer
1994 SOCCER NUMERICAL ROSTER
(01 ) Paul Rosciano, (1 ) Neal Robinson, (2) Jeremy Eason,
(3) James Hanna, (4) Ross Moore, (5) David Backman, (6)
Jamie Quinlan, (7) Gerrard Jones, (8) Steven Thompson,
(9) Andrew Donnery, (10) Neil Payne, (11) Barry Hope,
(12) Stephen Smith, ( 1 3) RustyLaw, (1 4) JackApanawicz,
(15) Ethan Murray, (16) Jeremy Tutor, (17) George
Iltechev, (18) Joseph Ruhl, (19) John Mouton, (21) Ryan
King, (22) Matthew Rotterman, (23) Billy Johnstone, (24)
Swavek Hryniewicz, (25) Karl Napiwoki.
USE YOUR HEAD
A Coastal Carolina team member tries to recover the ball





V_oastal's golf teams were
coming off of respectable '93
campaigns before this year's fall
nontraditional season.
The men's golf team opened
up in the ninth annual Kiawah
Intercollegiate with 17 other
schools from around the nation.
They finished third behind
Virginia Tech, ranked 25th in
the nation.
"It was a great team effort
and individual performance by
both David Pierce and Lome
Kelly," stated head golf coach
Tom Brennan.
David Pierce had scores of
68, 72, and 72 to finish two
under for the tournament.
Finishing right behind him was
Wil Weldon. Leading the way
for the Chants this year were
juniors Lome Kelly, Will
Weldon, T.J. O'Brien, and senior
David Pierce.
"The NCAA is definitely
within our each this year,"
stated Lome Kelly.
Performances like that have
Brennan believing this team
could be in the Top 25 in the
nation. "This performance
could get us a spot in the Top
25, which has never happened
for Coastal," stated Brennan.
The female golfers opened up
in Florida in the Florida State
Seminole Intercollegiate. There
they were washed out and were
forced to play a 36-hole tourna-
ment. The ladies didn't fare as
well as the men in their first
match, finishing 13th out of 18
teams. A plus for the team is
Laura Thijssen who finished
18th overall in the tournament.
"I was pleased by Laura who
shot rounds of 80 and 77 for a
total of 157," said coach
Brennan. Laura was selected to
represent her home country The
Netherlands against 35
countries in the Women's
World Amateur.
PUTTING IT SOFTLY
Concentration is everything. Here a Coastal Carolina
student thinks deeply as her teammate watches on.
GOOD FORM
A correct form in golf can make a big difference. This
student finishes up a good swing with a full shoulder
turn, demonstrating a perfect form.
134 • Golf
THROWING SAND TO THE WIND
Sophomore Laura G.J. Thijssen, from the Netherlands,
is successful in escaping a bunker.
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SLOW AND SMOOTH
This Coastal Carolina student thinks carefully before he
putts the ball toward the cup during a challenging
tournament.
THERE SHE BLOWS
Others watch on as a Coastal student skillfully hits the













those wishing to play







could be seen watch-
ing or playing the
game in the soccer
field. Most of the
teams were made up
of fraternity members;
however anyone was
welcome to join in.
Since Coastal does not
have a regular football
team, the intramural
teams created an excel-
lent alternative.
GET A GRIP!
Here a member of one of the Coastal Carolina Intramu-
ral teams finds just how gripping the suspense of the
game really is.
IT'S A SPECTATOR THING
These students watch with pride as they await another
touch down by their intramural team.
136 • Intramural Football
WHAT'S THE PLAN?
These team members huddle together to plan their next
strategy of attack to help get them another score.
GET HIM; THE DIAMONDSARE IN THE FOOTBALL!
These intramural team members use new motivational
tactics in order to win the game
LET'S TALK
Some team members find that group therapy helps to
ease the pain after a loss.
Intramural Football* 137
1995 VARSITY CHEERLEADER
(LTO R) First Row: Jodi Brewster, Michelle Hill, Jennifer
Agresta, Tammy Simpson, Jamie Evers, Amy Nichols.
Second Row: Jay Defolo, Mike Bemiss, Kelly Killpatrick,
Will Cutler, Jason Hopkins, Dave Williams.
1995 JUNIOR VARSITY CHEERLEADERS
(L TO R) Ginger Rice, Heidi Dunham, Karen Johnson,




The cheerleaders spend many hours perfecting
simple stances and movements. This group
practes dismounting from shoulders.
STRIKE A POSE!
The Cheerleaders were among several of the
groups that participated in ROCKTOBERFEST
'95. In-between band sets they entertained the





WEAR IT WITH PRIDE
Aside from a uniform this cheerleader displays one of










MEMBERS OF THE BAPTIST STUDENT UNION RECRUIT
STUDENTS INTO THEIR CLUB AT CLUB RECRUITMENT DAY
140 • Organizations
THE CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS AT COASTAL
ARE MORE THAN GROUPS OF PEOPLE WHO MEET
ON A REGULAR BASIS TO SHARE IDEAS. THE SUP-
PORT AND COMMONLY SHARED INTERESTS THAT
AREEVIDENTWITHINTHESEORGANIZATIONS GIVE
A SENSE OF FULFILLMENT TO MEMBERS. WHEN
STUDENTS LOOK BACK AND REMEMBER THEIR
COLLEGE YEARS, IT WILL BE THESE PEOPLE THAT
COME TO MIND. THE TRADITION OF FRIENDSHIP




Bringing You the Best
JIMK OCT Bhim - 1:00PM INTM/WAL FIELD
The Campus








(L to R) Front Row: Teri Newman, Suzi Pazhoor, Al McCormick, Jason Plafcan,
Gary Cruz, Kelly Glinn. Second Row: Andrew Realmuto, Mary Katherine
Aldridge, JoeNicolletti, Tommy Laney, Beth Sprayberry.
CLOWNING AROUND
On their trip to Alabama for the regional Campus Programming Association's convention the members ofCoastal's Campus
Program Board take time out for a little fun in their hotel room. It is at these conventions that the group gets the opportunity
to see various acts from around the country.
iiaiwim
"IS IT FREE?"
The best part about Campus Program
Board's events is that they are free to all
Coastal students. Here at CINO day a
group of students take advantage of the
free food offered.
142 • Campus Program Board
NEXT ON THE AGENDA
The members of Campus Program Board
meet to discuss the next event. Extensive
planning is necessary months in advance
if an event is going to be successful.
HE'S EXPECTING!
There are no prerequisites to being a mem-
ber of the Campus Program Board, except
maybe a sense of humor. Here Gary Cruz,
Andrew Realmuto, Al McCormick, and
Debbie Conner go shopping for props.
KEEPING HER COOL
Debbie Conner has her work cut out for
her being the advisor for the campus pro-
gram board. On top of all of all the events
she helped coordinate, she gave birth to a
baby girl at the end of the fall
semester. ..what a woman!
JAMMING OUT
Students listen to music at the campus'
first major rock concertwhichwas planned
by the Campus Program Board.
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They also have the
highest membership.
Alpha Gamma Phi
is the newest so-





THETA SIGMA - ZETA TAU ALPHA
(L to R) 1st Row: Marti DiMaio - Pledge educator, Gloria Dickie - Historian, Kristen Clay -
secretary, Michelle White - President, Heather Luther - Treasurer, Maria Flowers - chaplain.
2nd Row: Suzie Ondrus, Traci Joye, Anne Jenkins, Tammy Dorman. 3rd Row: Tobina Bell, Lisa
Snyder, Danielle Foley, Debbie Sharp, Mary Katharine Alderige, Whitney Gale, Stacie Currie.
4th Row: Sunshine Bishop, Amanda Grier, Emily Grove, Leslie Adams, Megan Roth, Cheryl
Thompson, Beth Hatfield. 5th Row: Stacey Monday, Staci Smith, Kryght, Shonda Reynolds,
Nichole Wenzke, Courtney Hutter. 6th Row:]ody Kapphan, Kim Bowkey, Meghan Walker,
Jodi Menchyk. Not Pictured: Leigh Sargi, Krisie Morich, Amy McMinn - Vice President, Kirsten
Nohe, Leslie Harper, Sam Muwwakil, JoAnn Zimmer.
PHI SIGMA SIGMA
(L to R) 1st Row: Tereasa Barry, Beth Walsh, Samantha Howell, Jen Dancico,
Marianna Leo, Jackie White, Tammy Bingham, Morgan Haines. 2nd Row: Susan
Claycomb, Iliana Rodriquez-Mesa, Lisa Santoro, Trista Welsh, Jen Derbyshire,
Brigette Corey, Nikki Forte, Melissa Kosmin, Kelly Brennan, Angie Thomas,
Susan Bogusewski, Colleen Foley, Jen Rachfal, Mialisa Gluckert, Jill Vanderford,
Diane Unger. 3rd Row: Susan Sands, Nicole Bigham, Kristy Polic, Molly
SueMarmiom, Kim Sperone, Sharlie Wetnsky, Shana Matthews, Annie Kuchar,
Deanine Cotrone, Julie Elkins, Kirstyn Young, Heather Marks, Karen Eggers,
Jenny Cerny, Carrie Cerny, Susan Caldwell, Veelyn Young, Allie Ruddell, Nikki
Romella, Sam Lohr, Linda Siripraservit.
ALPHA GAMMA PI II
(L to R) 1st Row: Jennifer Hampton, Jennifer Wilson, Nicole Rodd, Carol Allen, Shelby Haggard,
Shelby Riddle, Jennifer Wheeler, Noell Michalski, Krista Kendall, Maria Malinowski. 2nd Row: Kelly
Glinn, Tamera Bobo, Danielle Politi, Elaine Goodwin, Erin Kirby, Stephanie Chacona, Lauren
Wallace, Suzi Pazhoor, Amber Davenport, Daniele Patrick, Suzette Levesque, Beth Sprayberry,
Stephanie Crotts,
Danielle Foley of Theta Sigma strikes a
pose in front of the Student Center on a
sunny day. The Student Center is a popu-
lar place for sorority sisters to meet.
144 • Sororities
GIVING IT BACK
Sorority members spend an afternoon with
youngsters in need during "Festival of
Lights", a community service program
sponsored by S.T.A.R.
DRESSING UP
Sorority sisters from Phi Sigma Sigma
dress up on special occasions. Here three
members wear ribbons with their Greek
letters on them.
GIVE ME A HUG
Suzie Ondrus from Theta Sigma gets
affectionate at Rocktoberfest. She is also
an active member of Campus Program
Board.
ON THE RISE
Alpha Tau Zeta is not officially recognized
as a sorority at Coastal,; however they have
plans to go national. As an interest group
thev must be approved by the Inter Greek










is in a growing
stage, they accom-
plish many goals.
Sigma Nu has had
rapid growth over









(L to R) Top to Bottom: Jason Hoffman,
Billy Crawford, Mark Duncan, Douglas
Clark, John Mann, Mike McDonough.
Gregg Weissman, Edward Graff, Brett
Weissman, Steve Mays, Edward
McMenamon, Sculley Deacoons, David
Maningding, Michael Earl., Jason Guyton,
Shawn Godwin, Jason Chevallard, John
Smith, Jeremy Hughes, James Smith, Mike
Hursey, Baxter Younts, Dr. Tim Touzel,
Doyle Nobles, Benjamin Rountree, John
Burgess, E.J. Edwards, Scott Meek,
Chad wick Feagan, Al McCormick, Timmy
McCrath, Thomas Laney Todd Lambright,





Sigma Nu members socialize while re-




Two members of Alpha Sigma Phi sit at
their booth during a recruitment session.
They decide that a little female company
helps break their boredom.
IN
"WHERE DO I SIGN?"
During the fall RUSH Sigma Nu has a
booth set up in front of the Student Cen-
ter to try to recruit pledges for the semes-
ter.
CLEANING UP
Members of Phi Chi Epsilon retrieve trash
along the roads of Coastal. During their




Sigma Zeta is the
Math and Science
Honor Society at
Coastal. It is made
up of individuals
who excel in the
















and trips. They are
regular partici-






(L to R) Top: Dr. Joe Pinson, Hamilton Tilley, Brian Weaver, student, Melissa
Keller, Cissy Elliott, Dr. Susan Libes. Bottom: Pamela Monger, Caroline Perry,
Alissa Eikenberry, Iliana Rodriguez-mesa, Dianna Alsup, Robin Conmy.
SOCIETY OF THE UNDERSEA WORLD
BIOLOGY CLUB
(L to R) Cissy Elliott, Shea Humphries, Arlie Alsup, Caroline Perry, Julie




Dianna Alsup (left) and Sam Payne (right)
enjoy the sunshine while recruiting mem-
bers for the Biology Club during Club
Recruitment Day.
148 • Science
Saying It With Style
Club Members and Other Students Make A Statement with Clothes
A SIMPLE PHRASE
While making t-shirts for the Advertising
Club, these two students wear their shirts
that express their personal beliefs.
BIGGER THAN EVER
Coastal shirts made a big come back this
year. With the bookstore offering a bigger
line of clothing to choose from it made it
a lot easier for students to show their
spirit.
TWO MESSAGES AT ONCE
This fraternity member sports a hat with
his Greek letters on it. At the same time his
NIKE™ t-shirt tells us that he believes in
JUST DOING IT!
CHILLIN' OUT
While playing hackev sack near the li-
brary, these students feel most comfort-


























this year and broad-
ened the content of
the paper to include
several new
features.
THE ATHENEUM YEARBOOK STAFF
(L to R) Front Row: Gary Cruz, Amy Alonzi , Emma Pearce-Assistant Editor,
Brandy Hamilton-Editor-in-Chief. Back Row: Karlene Rudolph -Advisor, Holly
West-Business Manager, Terry Cammarota , Juli Beckwith. Not Pictured:
Patrick Herrmann-Photographer, Caroline Perry, Bo Moran.
THE ARCHARIOS STAFF
(L to R) John Switter-Art Director, Shannon Templin-Editor. Not Pictured: Chris
Enter- Assistant Art Director, Shannon Thomas-Photographer, Dianna Alsup,
Brandy Hamilton, Emma Pearce, Paul Olsen-Advisor, Martha Perry, Tammy
Thompkins, Elizabeth Keller, Anne Trainer Monk, Paul Rice.
y\.
THE CHANTICLEER STAFF
(L to R) Sitting: Dianna Alsup, Stephanie Foote, Jennifer Hyland. Standing:
Andrea Holloway, Jason Singleton, Christopher Hickman. Not pictured staff
members: Dwayne McLemore, Bo Moran, Stephanie Hyland, P. Ryan Anthony,
Brandy Hamilton, David Cooper, Michelle Takach.
GET THAT SHOT
Paul Olsen (t>ack left) serves as Chair of
the Media Committee and advisor of the
Archarios Staff. Here, he instructs Chris
Enter (far right) of the Archarios and Emma
Pearce of the Atheneum on how to take
good pictures.
150 • Publications
GETTING IT ON TAPE
Dianna Alsup goes over her interview
before writing her article for the Chanti-
cleer. Reporting correct information is
imperative to working on the newspaper
staff.
READY TO GO
Jennifer Hyland, Editor of the Chanticleer,
prepares herself for the Associated Colle-
giate Press's official Convention.
CRASHED OUT
Brandv Hamilton (left), Editor of the
Atheneum, and Shannon Templin (right).
Editor of the Archarios, take a break from
convention activities during their trip to
New Orleans.
SHE'S SMILING NOW...
But just wait until 3 A.M. Brandv Hamil-
ton of the Atheneum spends most of her
time writing and editing information that
is in the yearbook. With only one com-
puter the job is endless.
Organizations • 151



























at least a B average
in all of their
English classes and
share an interest in
the subject.
ODK- OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
(L to R) Sitting: Bob Squatriglia-Advisor, Dr. Henderson, Martha Perry, Michele
Gilbert , Bruce Troxell. Second Row: Caroline Perry, Dianna Alsup, Clark
Parker, Donna Hardy, Pamela Monger, Iliana Rodriquez Mesa, Leveta Pearce,
, Tammy Dormon , Priscilla Jones, Amy Morton , Christine Merritt. Third Row:
Franklin Hedley, Reid Hayes, President Ron Ingle, James Eason, Dan Aronson.
Not pictured: Brandy Hamilton.
PHI ALPHA THETA
Top to Bottom: Dr. Nance-Advisor, Helen Noley, Peter Frakes, Martha Perry-
President, Lynda Castellano, Elizabeth Singleton. Not picture: Anastasia Spirakis.-
Vice President.
SIC ;M A TAU DELTA
MAKING PLANS
Members of Sigma Tau Delta sit at a round
table discussion to plan upcoming events
for their group. STD is one of the more
active honor societies.
152 • Honor Societies
NEXT IN LINE
Newly inducted members ofODK gather
at a reception in their honor. Each
semester a selected group of students
gets inducted into this leadership honor
society.
KEEPING INVOLVED
Iliana Rodriguez-Mesa is a member or the
Neuman Club, Phi Sigma Sigma, and was




A member of Sigma Tau Delta also works
in the writing center during her spare
time. The Writing Center aide students




Leadership Skills A Must
The Student Gov-
ernment Associa-
tion is the govern-
ing body for all
clubs and organi-
zations. They are



























SCSL- SOUTH CAROLINA STUDENT LEGISLATURE
(L to R) First Row: Stacie Currie, Michele Gilbert. Second Row: Trista Welsh,
James Dukes. Third Row: Charlie Pelliecia, Ryan Brown. Fourth Row: Michael
Hursey Jr. Jessica Thomas, Melissa Allen. Fifth Row: Nicole Quiggins, Michele
White. Sixth Row: Chris Cain.
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
(L to R) Trista Welsh, Brandy Hamilton, Michele Gilbert, Ryan Brown. Standing:
Erika Heinemann, Juli Beckwith, Al McCormick, Dawn Smith, Jason Plafcon,
Robert Squatriglia.
TAKING A BREAK
After a long day James Dukes, Vice Presi-
dent of the Student Government Associa-
tion, relaxes on one of the couches in the
SGA office.
154 • Government/ Leadership
A BUSY PLACE
Officers and other students congregate in
the SGA office to discuss the agenda for
the upcoming SGA meeting.
ARE WE HAPPY TO BE HERE?
Al McCormick is in the leadership council
and is Coordinator of the Campus Pro-
gram Board. Here he and Jason Plafcon
work the entrance to a student dance.
RECORDING IT ALL
Ryan Brown, Secretary of the Student
Government Association, prepares the
minutes for an SGA meeting.
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More Than Just Academics
The Advertising
Club had its share

























(L to R) Top: Stacy Blonder, Danish Khan, Ken Womer, Emma Pearce, Jennifer





The MBA Association participates in
Roctoberfestby selling candied apples and
cotton candy. The profits from their sale
will help them prepare for activities to
better the members education in their cho-
sen profession. s.
Business Professor Ed Cerny not only acts
as a mentor to business students but he
also advises the Advertising Club.
SELL SELL SELL
The Advertising Club gets in the hippie





Club is made up of
students who
share an interest in
different cultures.























(L TO R) First Row: Art Walker, Angela Godbolt, Andrea Holloway, Vincent
Rue, Keith Sherrald, Derrick Robinson. Second Row: Tasha Davis, Tonya
Daniels, Stacy Trimier, Melissa McCloud, Merna Holmes, Valorie Johnson,
Michelle Jones. Third Row: Macella, Cynthia Davis, Sonya Moorer, Jelani
Campbell, John Williams, Chris Reid.
HPER - HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION "FRESH FISH ANYONE?"
Bob Johnson, member of the Fishing Club
shows off his catch of the day during an
outing with the group.
158 • Organizations
LET'S'STALK
Andrea Holloway discuss the latest busi-
ness of the African American Association
with a friend during her break between
classes.
MORE THAN A HANDFUL
English Professor Dr. Millus is proud of
the giant fish he caught during his deep
sea fishing trip. Fishing is Dr. Millus's
main hobby.
^ 1 t^/lilil
SORRY YOU CAN'T PLAY THAT FISH
A member of the Fishing Club gets a little
too friendly with a fish that he caught
earlier in the day.
PULL!
The HPER Club participates in the "Su-
perstars" competition at the SCAHPERD
convention. The Team was the number
one superstar team in the state.
Interest • 159
ONE OF THE ADVANTAGES OF LIVING AT COASTAL IS BEING
A FEW MILES FROM THE BEACH
160 • Community
FoOR MANY YEARS THE LOCAL COMMUNITY HAS
SHOWN ITS SUPPORT FOR COASTAL IN MANY
WAYS. SOMETIMES IT IS EASY TO LET THESE
EFFORTS GO UNRECOGNIZED. IT IS IMPORTANT
TO NOTETHATWITHOUTLOCALBUSINESSESAND
BENEFACTORS, COASTAL WOULD NOT BE AS
PROMINENT AS IT IS. SOMEDAY THE CURRENT
GRADUATES OF THIS INSTITUTION WILL BE THE
ONES WHO CONTRIBUTE TO THE WELFARE OF
THIS CAMPUS . TIMEMUSTBETAKENOUTNOWTO
ACKNOWLEDGE THE ONES WHO HELP MAKE
COASTAL WHAT IT IS. THEY ARE OUR LOCAL
COMMUNITY
Community • 161
A Salute to S.T.A.R




another successful year under
the leadership of Juli Beckwith and
Erika Heinemann. S.T.A.R., or
Students Taking Active Responsibil-
ity, was started to serve as a link
Cetween coastal students and service
organizations on the local and na-
tional levels. There were monthly
activities planned by S.T.A.R in
which all students were invited to
participate. The coordinators also
provided information for those
students wishing to volunteer their
time to specific groups on a regular
basis. Thank you, S.T.A.R, for help-
ing those in need.
S.T.A.R helped organize Coastal's recogni-
tion of World AIDS Day. The day was to
remember those who have died from the
AIDS virus and to inform people ways to
avoid getting it.
Juli Beckwith (Left) and Erika Heinemann (right) shared the
responsibly of coordinating S.T.A.R.'s programs this year.
A joyous time was had by all the participants in the "Festival of Lights" sponsored bv
S.T. A.R. Local children came to Coastal for the day for games, presents, and a visit
from Santa Claus. Sororities and fraternities had the biggest part in this event.
162 • S.T.A.R.
Brandy Hamilton -Editor 1992-1995
/'just have one thing to say. It's over. I am
finally graduating (after five years) and
moving on to bigger and better ground (if
I can find it). • I know what you are
thinking. .."Oh boy not one of those self-
righteous speeches about the trials and tribulations
of being an editor." Well your're wrong. • I just
want to say thanks for the opportunity to complete
four successful yearbooks. I have learned so much,
not only practical knowledge but about patience,
dedication, stress, and people. I will miss the
classes and yearbook production, but it will be the
people that I have met that I will miss the most. •
There are a million things running through my
head right now, and it would take too long to put
them into words, so I'll just say good luck future
editors, good-bye Coastal, and thanks!
Brandy






1 600 South Highway 1 7 n P.O. Box 1
4
North Myrtle Beach, SC. 29598




































What can we say our advisor Karlene Rudolph
is the best advisor in the world. Here she is
busy copy editing yearbook pages. Without







work on layouts for the
last deadline. The
yearbook staff was
small this year which
made deadlines
impossible to finish.
DON'T PULL THAT FACE
Jamie Brown was not officially
on the yearbook staff but she
spent many nights helping the
editors with various errands,
(and keeping them awake!) >i\l\ IrX V,
WHAT WILL I SAY?
Believe it or not, but cheesy caption
are hard to make up. Caroline Perry strug-
gles to come up with a interesting caption
for the sports section.
COMPUTERIZED!
This was the first year Coastal's year-
book was completely done by computer.
The work was harder but worth the results
say Emma Pearce (sitting) and Karlene Ru-
dolph (standing).




JL JL Between classes
members of the
yearbook staff can be




up on the latest news.
STAPLE YOUR FINGERS TO THE BONE
The most tedious part of being on the yearbook staff
is probably getting letters ready to mail. Here a staff
person patiently staples 4,000 letters to be sent to parents.









(an ode to the times)
This is a sweater belonging to a boy and the boy is a genuinehunk — a hunk a burning love and it's not just some
hand-me-down from your brother or father . . . "If you
want to destroy this sweater pull this thread as I walk
away, as I walk away, I'll soon be naked" . . . Remember
the pool in Orlando . . . You're going to drink a beer at the bar! . . .
You're eating a turkey sandwich! . . . Murderer! ... Ex boyfriends
. . . New Orleans . . . The beads . . . and what I did ... "I think I'm
going to be sick" . . . And Chris said he could hold his liquor ... I
won't do what you tell me . . . Ad Club . . . the hard work ... we
were going to win ... a team . . . friends . . . added stress . . . Mac
. . . YearTech . . . Layouts . . . Artwork #1 ... I did mention Ad
space and STRESS . . . cafe con leche at Huddle House, Perkins ... I
hate this place — Ibby's mi casa . . . su casa . . . where haven't we
had damn good coffee? ... I don't have to justify myself . . . And I
don't want to go camping . . . ONG . . . I'm paranoid of Aliens . . .
NiN Concert . . . Depeche Mode Concert . . . Prof. Paul Peterson's
Class . . . Marine Science Class . . . Pretty Funky Stuff . . . Ok, I
know what the Precambrian, but where or when was the Jurassic Pe-
riod? That was a move, right? . . . English Class . . . Sterotype means
something conforming to a fixed or general pattern ... I want to
#@$?! you like an animal . . . great opening sentense . . . You wrote
a paper on What? . . . No, not What, THEM . . . Yes could can still
be friends with them after . . . But, I love you . . . DIFFERENT is not






















































CYCLING -SAILING SNOW SKIING
-WIND SURFING-ROLLERBLADING
515 Highway 501* Myrtle Beach, SC 29577














































248-5962 332 Main Street
Conway
Come to us for all your weight/stress reducing herbs for
the NATURAL way to a healthier, more active lifestyle.
COME LOOK INSIDE
THE HERB SHOP
Thl» unique llttlo »hop hai holp*d thouaanda of
poopla |urt like you discover tho healing power of
Mothor Harure'a Herb* from acn« to weight lo««.
Come aee whit may have for you and your family.






WPflOVE STOP XATURAL KATCJRAL LOHGEH
YOUR SEX SWUS FOfl AKTIBJOTIC STROM
LR PROBLEMS CONSTIPATION HAiHiHAJLS






All Work Custom Designed
511 W.Broadway St.
(803) 626-8483






















• And much nioroi
CONWAY
248-2574




& receive 1 5% oft
!
HORRY CLEANERS




~ Drive Up Service
HORRY CLEANERS
1613 4th Avenue, Conway, S. C. 29577
803 - 248 - 3632
Golorphon
Printed by Jostens Printing
Company.
•Class Pictures by Thornton
Studios.
• 700 copies -- 200pages
• Trim Size 9x12
• Paper: 80 pound glossy
• Headlines: Palatino
• Captions: 8 pt Palatino
• Body Copy: 11 pt Palatino
•Adviser: Karlene Rudolph





s L aroiuu C*ild nays
jlf Cti Smith children





tt? THE SUN NEWS
YOUR SOURCE FOR COASTAL SPORTS AND
ENTERTAINMENTALONG THE GRAND STRAND
Whether it be sports roundups or entertainment
news, The Sun News gives you what you need
to stay informed. When you're looking for some-
thing to do this weekend, look in kicks!, the











For subscription information, call 626-8555
or 1-800-568-1800. Ask about our special
weekend subscriptions that feature kicks!
and our expanded sports sections.
The 1995 Atheneum is dedicated to












Open weekdays - 9 to 7; Sat., 9 to 5
New & Used Car Sales
Excellent Leasing Plans
Quality, Authorized Parts
Service On All Makes & Models
Service Dept., Open M-F-7:30 to 5:30
(803)236-CARS(2277)






24 Hour Banking Service
MYRTLE BEACH SURFSIDE BEACH MURRELLS INLET CONWAY
D 2002 Oak SI D .100 N Kings Hot; O 3205 S Hot 17 D1500 3rd Avenue
448-1411 HR-5WI hS]-W*S 24M293
D 7ulh Avenue N GEORGETOWN LmiE RIVER N. MYRTLE BEACH
44WI4 D H\n. 701 DHw\ 17al D 1201 Sea Mountain Hot
D1205S KmssHw\ Winvah Village Shpng Ctr Baldwin Avenue 24')-{qS4








PEPSI. PEPSI-COLA, GOTTA HAVE IT, and BE YOUNG HAVE FUN DRINK PEPSI are trademarks o! PepsiCo, Inc. © Kf S.
From Your Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. Of Myrtle Beach/Conway
Community • 177




















For a complete list of offerings andfeatures contact a






"We grow greatby dreams.
AH bigmen <se(towers.




days till they Iwing them









Burroughs & Chapin Company. Inc.






We are very proud of you.
LOVE YOU LIKE A ROCK
Mom and Pop
Congratulations Joe!
You made it. The big day has finally come. We
knew you could do it. We're so very proud of
you and we love you. The future is yours —
make the most of it. Love Mom, Dad, Vinnie,






MOM, CHANDRIA, LISA, GLENN, TEMA AND WALLACE
Qretchen
you regraduating, now
you begina new chapter in
your lift. I know you have the
strength andcourage to




We are so proudofyou.
It was a Cong hardclimb but



































































lt\i quality you can see. Cox Cable L* number one in the ( ion industry in









'-' one i >,i
through ( 'ox { ',?/•/«
optu network.
\\, an information superhighway will allow you to control TV
>erore. ."Vbu'll be able to select a movie and watch it instantly
deo-On-Demand; play interactive videogames; browse
electn >ni< shopping malls; even talk to, and see,
each other on \ ideo Pelephones. . .all through your
cable television service.
in fact, even as yon read this, Cox Cable is
ia ii j tin Foundation for this future through our
fiber optu network. So when these services arrive,
Cox Cable customers w ill be among the first to
ha\ e ac c ess to them.
At C ox (.'able, we're bringing you into the
information age. And you thought we
fiitfl brought you television. >
Cox Coble





Archarios is a biannual publication printed by Student Media.
Submissions of all types of literature and art are accepted from
faculty, staff, and students. The Archarios office is located in






AMOS G. GREEN, JR.
President
5743 PEACHTREE ROAD








Located 1200 Main Street,
in Conway, SC 29526
248-5050
BELL & BELL
^fc Pontiac/Oldsmobile/GMC Truck, Inc. ift
Sales • Service OQ/\
Parts • Body Shop ZoU"
Hwy 17 Little River, SC 29566
Community • 185
ffMadame, we are the
press. You know our
power. We fix all values
We set all standards.
Your entire future
UependS On US. -JeanGlrdoux

























Located on 1405 North Kings Hwy, Myrtle Beach.








1359 21st Avenue North, Myrtle Beach, SC 29578-1389









Spashetti, Salad, and Garlic Bread
LASAGNA DINNER
Lasagna, Salad, and Garlic Bread
SUB DINNER



















, ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS





748 Hishway 544 • Conway, South Carolina
(Behind Coastal Carolina University)
347.7444
FAST FREE DELIVERY
(LIMITED AREA, $7.00 MINIMUM ORDER REQUIRED)
PIZZA A TOPPINGS
PEPPERONI, SAUSAGE, HAMBURGER,
BACON, GREEN PEPPERS, JALAPENO'S,
HAM, ONIONS, BANANA PEPPERS,
MUSHROOMS, CANADIAN BACON,

































Throughout the year we, the Campus Program
Board, have brought you...
Concert Series, CCU Celebration Day,
Welcome to the Jungle Dance, Roctoberfest,
Karaoke Night, $2 Monthly Movie Nights, Comedy Night,
and the Winter Dance.
COORDINATOR - AI McCormick • ASSISTANT COORDINATOR - Jason
Plafcan • TREASURER - Peyton Henely • SECRETARY - Suzie Pazhoor
• PUBLICITY COMMITTEE HEAD Gary Cruz •
Community • 191
Abbott, Joanna 126
Abel, Dan 1 17





Albiniak, Tony 30, 113
Aldridge, Mary Katherine 142, 144
Alexander, Jordan 1 12




Alonzi, Amy 11, 150
Alson, Annette 125
Alsup, Arlie 78, 148












Backman, David 132, 133







Barr, Candles Ruth 78












Berkowitz, Steve 1 17
Berry, Karen I 12
Besselman, John 80
Bigham, Nicole 144
Bingham, Tammy 80, 144
Bishop, Sunshine 144
Bissett, Joe 50,61. 156
Blacher, Tara 80
Black, Stacy 80




Bodnar, Yvonne 1 1
1
Boester, Tina 125




Bowman, Denvy 1 1
Boyea, Robin 81


























Castellano, Lynda 67, 152
Cavanagh, Forbes 113
Cerny, Carrie 144









Cleary, Claudia 1 10
Coats 158
Cole, Gregory 1 14
Colgrove, Ali 125
Collin, Richard 1 17
Collins, Dale 1 1 1, 1 14




Conner, Debbie 29, 116, 143
Cooper, David 82, 150
Cooper, Don I 15
Corey, Brigette 144
Cormier, Suzanne 1 14
Cotrone, Deanine 144







Cruz, Gary 20,82, 142, 143, 150
Currie, Stacie 29, 82, 144, 154
Cushing, Mike 121
Dame, Richard 117













Dewhurst, Teresa 82, 85
Dickie, Gloria 144
Difrischia, Brett 82, 85
DiMaio, Marti 144, 158
Dionisio, Teresa 82, 85
Donnery, Andrew 133
Dorman, Tammy 144, 152
Driscoll, Heather 126, 127
Dukes, James 6, 154
Dukes, Mona 74
Dunbar, Michael 82, 85
Duncan, Mark 146
Durant, Melody 82, 85
Durrell, John 1 10
Dusenbury, Rick 108
Dyer, Eddie 117








Eikenberry, Alissa 85. 148
Elkins, Julie 144
Elliott, Cissy 148
Elliott, Jennifer 82. 85. 156
Ellis, Adalia 13









Fenner, Patricia 82, 85
Ferguson, Amy 117
Ferguson. Mike 148
Files, Janet 1 1

























Gerald, Veronica 110, 111
Gidney. Charles 1 14
Gilbert, Michael 114




Glinn, Kelly 86, 142, 144
Gluckert, Mialisa 144





Graff, Edward 88, 89, 146
Grant. Angela 88
Graziano, Sara 125, 126









Haley, Ann 88, 89
Hall, Dina 115
Hamilton, Brandy.... 45, 61, 88, 89, 150, 151, 152,
154, 156, 163
Hamilton, William 112










Havnes. Kjerstin 124, 125
Hayes, Reid 89, 152
Haynes, Kenneth 89
Hedley. Franklin 152
Heinemann, Erika 89, 148, 154, 162
Hemingway, Gresham 89
Henderson, Dr 152
Henderson, Jim 1 17
Hensley, Mike 66
Hermann, Pete 113
Herrmann, Patrick 35, 43, 150
Hickman, Christopher 150
Hicks, Calvin 75
Hicks, Fred W. Ill 1 1
1





Hollandsworth, Linda 110, 115













Hunt, Gilbert Ill, 114
Hursey, Michael 146, 154
Hutter, Courtney 144
Hyland, Jennifer 150, 151




























Juliano, Benjoe 1 13
Kapphan, Jody 144
Katsioloudes, Marios 113
Keing, Sylvia 1 12




Kendall, Krista 92. 144
Kendree, Jack 113
Kenny, Maura 115













Ingle, Ron 70, 71. 152
Lambright, Todd 146
Index • 193
Lampkins, Judy 1 16, 1 17
Lancey, Tom 92










Levesque, Suzette 92, 144
Levsen, Ginny 1 13
Lewis, Crystal 92
Lewis, Jennifer 92
Lewis, John 120, 121, 123

































McCloud, Melissa 94, 158












Melts, Trenna 1 16
Meyers, Susan 1 10
Mialano, Jennifer 94
Michalski, Noell 94, 144




Mitchell, Carolyn 1 14
Monday, Stacey 144
Monger, Pamela 94, 148, 152

















Nagle, Steve 1 10
Nale, Bob 1 13
Nance, Dana 1 17
Nance, Dr 152
Napiwoki, Karl 133
Nelson, Douglas 1 17
Newby, Sandy 96
Newell, Mark 96, 130, 131







O'Loughlin., Tom 1 16
O'Brien, TJ 134
Olsen, Paul 61,89, 115, 150, 156








Parker, Joe 1 16
Parker, Marshall 1 14
Parsons, Geoff 30, 1 14
Patrick, Daniele 144
Patterson, David 96
Pawlyk, Colette 126, 127
Payne, Neil 132, 133
Payne, Rosemary 96
Payne, Samantha 148
Pazhoor, Suzi 142, 144
Pearce, Emma 45, 61, 98, 150, 156, 167
Pearce, Leveta 152
Pelliccia, Charlie <
Perkins, Carol 1 12
Perry, Caroline 148, 150, 152, 167
Perry, Martha 150, 152
Peterson, Paul 1 14, 1 17
Phillips, Amy !
Pierce, David 134


























Rauch, Dennis 1 13
Realmuto, Andrew 142. 143. 146
Reckamp. Timothy 101




Rice, Nelljean I 10










Rodd. Nicole 101, 144








































Sharp, Deborah 29, 102
Sheel, Steve 113







Singleton, Elizabeth 102, 152
Singleton, Jason 102, 150







Smith, Dawn 102, 154
















Sprayberry, Beth 142, 144
Springer, Michael 104
Squatriglia, Robert 152, 154


















Taylor, Faye 1 10
Templin, Shannon 150, 151
Tender, Tameka 125




















Vereen, Linda 1 16
Vhrooman, John 1 1
1
Vomer, Johanna 106
















Weissman, Brett 106, 146




Welsh, Trista 106, 144, 154
Wenzke, Nichole 144






White, Michelle 107. 144
Whorley, Kelly 107
Wiegand, Jayson 107




















Van Pinxlen, Amy 105
































iss me you fool! This year some
^students got carried away and broke
1
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If one thing was






he most important day in a college student's life is graduation. After four or





















































r ou go girl! The Coastal Carolina
Concert Choir had a very successfull
year performing in front of live audi-
ences several times.
An education is not the only thing thatstudents acquired from Coastal this
year. This student needed a companion
for all those nights of studying alone.
Closing • 199
I vnnldng back on the academic year 1994-95, tradition held true to its
meaning. J V Lany obstacles were overcome to bring Coastal to its
present status. This was the last year for students to graduate with aUSC
Fdiploma. A rom then on everything would be solely Coastal Carolina
University. As the year comes to an end, it is time to reflect on all the
changes that have occurred on campus and look toward the future. With
new degree programs on the forefront, Coastal is opening its doors to a
Anew set of students. # ms the new graduates move on to another stage
in life, they leave their mark on this institution for years to come.
200 •Closing




